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Chapter t. 

INTRODUCTION 

These lectures concern the dynamics of fernions in strong interaction 

with gauge fields. Systems of fermions coupled by gauge forces hsve, as 

ue shall see, a very rich structure of global symmetries, which I Hill 

call chiral symmetries. These lectures Nil) focus on the realization of 

chiral symmetries and the causes and consequences of their spontaneous 

breaking. 

From one viewpoint, the 3 turfy of fereiionic symmetries is a classical 

topic in high-energy physics: Some of the earliest applications of 

spontaneously broken symmetry in particle physics, including the olasaio 

papers of Cell-Mann and Levy [IJ and Hanbu and Jona-Lasinio [2]* dealt 

uith the chiral symmetries of the strong interactions, and Much of the 

progress of theoretical particle physics in the 1960's occurred through 

exploration of the phenomenological consequences' of this f^ontaneouo 

chiral symmetry breaking. That progress hes been summarized in numerous 

reviews (e.g., [33,H],[51). Our understanding of the underlying 

mechanism of chiral symmetry breaking, however, has not advanced ao 

rapidly: to a great extent, the elucidation of this mechanise is still 

in open problem in the theory of the string interactions. 

The past few years have seen a renewed interest ift this problfcft for 

three reasons, reflecting tho successes of gauge theories in describing 

the fundamental interactions. First, numerical treatments of strong 
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interaction gauge theories, especially in their lattice forroulat ion, 

have been approaching q quantitative calculation of the hadron spectrum. 

There is, then, - need lor physical ideas about quark dynamics of a 

power to match these numerical calculations. Secondly, the gatjge-

theoretic descriptions of the ueak interactions have focused attention 

on the problem of explaining the quark and lepton spectrum. From the 

perspective of the gauge theories, the quark and lepton masses arc 

simply parameters of chiral symmetry breaking in the interactions uhich 

determine the structure of these particles. Dynamical theories of the 

fertaion mass matri* thus require an understanding of chiral symmetry in 

systems different from the usual strong interactions; such theories 

often require that chiral symmetry is realized in an unfamiliar nay. 

Finally, the viewpoint provided by gauge theories has led to some 

striking qualitative conclusions about chiral symmet.-y which might form 

the basis of a more detailed theory, With these reasons in mind, I uill 

try, in these lectures, to summarize our present understanding of the 

basis of chiral symmetry and its realization. fly goal will be to bring 

this theory together at an intuitive level, to indicate uhat I think are 

. ts basic elements. I hope that in the next feu years ue con turn this 

qualitative theory into a quantitative one. 

The plan of thpsp lectures is as follous: [ will begin with a b.-ief 

introduction to the basic formalism and concepts of chiral symmetry 

breaking. Then, in sections 3 through 5, I Mill present some explicit 

calculations of chiral symmetry breaking in gauge theories, treating 

first parity-invariant and then chiral models. These calculo ions are 

meant to be illustrative rather than accurate; they make use of 
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unjustified mathematical approximations uhich serve (I hope) to make the 

physics more clear. In section;; 6 and 7, t uill discuss some formal 

constraints on chiral symmetry breaking which will illuminate and extend 

the results of our nore explicit analysis. Finally, aecticos * and 9 

uill present a brief review of the phenornenological theory of chiral 

symmetry breaking and Mill discuss some applications of this theory to 

problems in weak interaction physics. 

These lectures will be intuitive and rather ideosynchratic in tone. 

I should therefore apologize to the reader in advance for what I uill 

omit: fly presentation uill be deliberately ^historicali because of 

this. I uill not review even major papers whose results do not bear 

directly on the issues I uill discuss. If. particular. I uill not 

discuss the interaction between th? study of chirel symmetry t.-caking 

and rcnormaliiatton theory (e.g., [6}) which led to the realization that 

only asymptotically free theories allow chiral symmetry breaking St 

reasonable conontum scales [7,9]. [This point has been reviewed, {or 

the light it sheds on asymptotic freedom, in [9].) Similarly, I will 

not concentrate on summarizing the most recent results in this field. 

At various points in my presentation * have del tbemtelv oversiffipli f led 

the argun-»nt& of papers I review in order to avoid '•echnical 

dig'essions; the reader should be alert for warnings th- this is going 

on, I hope that the streamlining which results from these three types 

of omissions brings the basic ideas more clearly into view. I have 

tried to make these lectures ;!(-cess lb le to beginners in the field, 

although I r.hould warn the reader thtt I address the problems Of this 

field with the specific concerns o< a particle physicist. I should also 
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note that 1 have deliberately omitted an important and rapidly 
developing aspect of my subjeot, the realization of ohiral symmetry in 
lattioe gauge theories, since this topic is reviewed thoroughly In John 
Kogut's lootures In this volume. 

Bore, then* is the theory of ehlrat sywnetriesj in Ite present 
iaa.inat^ng but incomplete state. I feoee the reader of these lectures 
will bo moved to develop th*B ti.vorvi and to ponder its Hngering 
problems. 



Chapter I . 

M S U NOTIONS 

2.1 uBftr I>BF C H I S M avmtTfti is? 

: H i l l begin th is set ei teutures by presenting s o u basic f o r a t l i u 

and describing, in the simplest terns, the physios I wish to esplore. 

F i rs t of a l l . I should introduce the lansinge 1 H i l l use to describe thft 

elements of th is physics. 

chiral symmetries are nornally intreawed as fennel eyaaetriee of the 

mass less Dirac Lagrangian. Thia Legrangiani including e coupling to en 

Iftbett&n) gauge f ie lds takes the ioreii 

t = +iT» l(a|L-ig*it)il' i * « * V • (2 .11 

Thor» is sn obvious symmetry 

* -»e««* . * * ? « - » « «.2J 

«h1oh corresponds to feraion-nuaber conservation. But the Messiest 

theory has another sysftfrtry, ustrtft r l t 

* * » p U « * 3 * * $ + * e*pr.i*r»] . C 2 . » 

Th« exponentials ceitee! because { T S T 1 * } = D. 

To understand these ayaotetries physical l y . t t is helpful to choose 

the lol Inning representation of the birae nstrfcest 

trn ' r ' s U« i J 
f M 1 1 - . . r-»' i i 
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In this representation* the Dirso Itaaiiltanian 

H = j'+'tS-tp+ga) - SA«JT (2.5) 

can be sp l i t apart. I f ue ur i te 

* • n 
then 

H = J <*tBC«! •<?+«;*> - flA«]+» + **!.[<-«> <F*gA") - gA*]*t) • «.6) 
Note that the posit 1v«-onergy states of T R have positive hatielty and 
that the positive-energy states «f + L have negative he)laity> fa and *i 
describe, respectively, right and left-handed aassless feretlons. The 
fernion nunbers of fa and +t are (formally) separately conservedt this 
is the origin of the extra dtnaaetry. 

The tuo pieces of C2.6> are not actually of a different tors. Me een 
urite *r> as a second type of +L by applying charge conjugation defining 

*U = vVl i +\l • "1+H (7.7) 
Then, using the identity otOivt - -»Tt and on integration by parts* He 
con rewrite the first tern of EZ.6): 

X^aCat^gSeJ - g A a ] * n = 1**1.1 tt-Jl-tp-gil) + gA«]*(.» <l.ti 

K i f t Hamilton Ian with the apposite sign of the charge. 
This construction Is readily generalized to aon-Abelian gauge 

theories. In the nan-Abel San case, the Lagrangian is built froa the 
savariant derivative 

»» B V - igA^tV «.»> 
where the index a runs aver the generators of the gauge group and the 
matrices t» P represent these generators in the representation r to which 
the fermions are assigned. Representation matrices for eoaplex 
conjugate representation* arc related fay 
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t*t • -(tV>* » t'Tr « . W > 

This notation alloys us to recast the Hamiltonisti far • +n •• that of s 
+L in the representation r> 

/^nC»-rp*9X-t) - gA»t]+ H 

= /+TLi[<-3)'<?+gt'(-tT" - 9A>-t-VT)]*L« (2.11) 
In this notation, the Most general Hauiltonian coupling aasaless 

fermion* to s a uS* fields "ay be uritten compactly in til* following fern: 

" » I J* I tttrltC-3)-(p*Bi-tr>-sR,'-trJ*tr| 
reps, r i»l J C2.1ZI 

once H has boon oast into this forn. it is easy to read off the global 
synoe tries ef this ayeteat Tor each representation r, this Hani IIonian 
is If e n m i t y ) invariant to the general unitary transformation: 

tirk * lUj+trl . CZ.tt) 
Actually! one of thtt* formal symmetries is illusory, A oertain qua P. tun 
correction to this theory, the Adler-Bell-Jaekiu anomaly [10.11]. spoils 
the conservation of the overall charge current 

»»lt s I hri *l» +lrl 
ti tt.H) 

cin terns of in. and + m this is the axial-vector current.) 1 still araue 
m d?tait, in section 4, that one should sioply consider this syaoetry 
as broken explicitly. The lull global synaetry of the theory is* 
therefore. 

C - C|| UCn>)]/u(l> 

r CZ.I5> 

G is the group Of B_Mr|1 B»iM»etrii»:t of such a theory. 
As an example of this notation, consider the caso of the strong 

interaction*, union are described bv a set of two almost masslsss Oirac 
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fexraions (<viarksl coupled in the triplet representation to an *=U(3) 

gauge group. These fermians may be uritten as left-handed fermions 

(henceforth, l-fermions). tuo in the 3 and two in the 3 representation 

of color 5U(3). In the limtt of zero quark masses, the chiral symmetry 

of this theory is 

C = SU(2) x Slim x u(1) . (2.16) 

There is, as I have noted in the introduction, considerable evidence 

that the full group C is a symmetry of the strong interactions; hoMC'er, 

hadraas da not form multiplets classified by G, but only by SUC2) x I K U 

(isospin x baryon number). A part of G must, then, be spontaneously 

broken. It is our major goal in these lectures to understand uhy G 

should be spontaneously broken, and in uhat pattern. To begin, let me 

fresent a relatively simple intuitive argument which contains the right 

physics and leads to the right conclusion. Thi" argument is due, in its 

original form, to Hambu and Jona-lasinio [2], uho, in turn, borroued it 

from the theory of superconductivity. The gauge coupling Df color SU(3) 

is asymptotically free and becomes strong at large distances. Let we 

assume it becomes arbitrarily strong. Let me think about the change in 

the structure of the vacuum state of this theory as I raise g from zero. 

Imagine that ue can integrate over the quantum fluctuations of the gauge 

field; then H takes the form: 

H = H d + H 0 . d (2, w ) 

uhpre H d is diagonal in the number of quirk-antiquark pairs and H„-d 

changes the number of such pairs. This decomposition is indicated in 

fig. 1. H„-d is of or^er g* and is a small perturbation whet, g is 

small. In this regime it makes sense to apprommate H by Hd; 
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diagonalising H,) yields a ground state close to free-field vacuum, Now. 

slouly increase g. If the ferrmons have zero mass and experience 

attractive interactions, Hj decreases as g increases. H0.^> Of course, 

increases. At some value of g it becomes appropriate to treat lto-d as 

our zeroth-order problem, and Hd as a perturbation. But HD-d changes 

the number of pairs, so its ground state has an indefinite number of 

fermion pairs. He uould still expect the ground state to be invariant 

to Lorerttz transformations; hence these pairs must have vacuum quantum 

numbers-, zero total momentum and angular momentum. The only pairs one 

can form from 3 and 3 L-fermions and their (right-handed) antipartioles 

which satisfy this condition are those of the form of fig. 2 and the 

corresponding pair of antifermions. The pair shoun in fig. 2 carries a 

net charge under the transformations: 

+Lai -* eioS-L3i . +L5i •* e ' ^ s j 

*L q i * UjiVL3j . *tai - Vij* L 3i • (2.15) 

(The indices i,j = 1.2 are isaspin labels.) The presences of an 

indefinite number of such pairs in the vacuum breaks these symmetries. 

More formally, ue have found that the ground state |ll> of H has the 

property that an operator Mhtch destroys a fermion pair has a nonzero 

vacuum expectation value. 

Let us assume that |fl> givss pair annihilation operators the rather 

simple expectation value: 

<fj|*L3ill 'L3j|fl> = A&!j 12.19) 

Cuhere A G 0). corresponding to equal condensation of pairs of each 

iscapin. This expression is preserved by the transformations 
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+L3i - e i a + L 3 i , +L5i •* e " i a + L 5 l 

and 

•*L). - Uij+Laj • *L3i "• *l5jU-'j i . (2.20) 

This is an SLK2) x u(l) group of unbroken symmetries which 

corresponds precisely to isospin x baryon humber. The remaining three 

svmmetiv directions of (2.16) raust be spontaneously broken symmetrica. 

Goldstone's theorem requires that each must generate a roassless 

Goldstone boson. The three V mesons have the right quantum numbers to 

be identified with these three bosons. (This may be checked by 

reunting +1.3; as a +R; then the symmetries (2.20) correspond to vector 

currpnts and the broken symmetries to axial currents.) 

This argument summarizes the basic points o( physics that 1 ttish t© 

discuss in these lectures. It remains only to carry out this analysis 

more completely and precisely. Ue will make at least a little progress 

touard that goal. 

2 . 2 THE EFFECTIVE POTISTIM. FORMALISM 

Our first priority is to learn hou to do a more quantitative 

computation of chiral symmetry breaking. Bnsically, we need to know hou 

to test whether the energy of the vacuum is lowered if some fermion 

bilinear acquires a nonzero vacuum expectation value. If the quantity 

acquiring a vacuum expectation value is a scalar field *, one has at 

one's disposal an object called the effective potential [12,13]. This 

object is equal to the energy of the vacuum under the constraint thi* 

tho vacuum expectation value of * has some definite value +Q\ it can 

alto be computed straightforuardly in perturbation theory [141. One 
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need only compute this effective potential tnd minimize It Hith respect 

to *t, to determine the vacuum value of ^. For chiral symmetry breaking 

(henceforth, *SB) there is a similar construct ion due to Cornwall, 

Jack in and Tomboulis [15],* Their construction is set up as follows: 

If chiral symmetry is even formally exact, it Mill set to zero auch 

vacuum expectation values as 11.19). For definiteness, consider 

expectation values of the (Dirac fermion) operator 

+R+U = « " * u a * l p C2.21) 

where a.U - 1,Z are spinor indices. To produce a vacuum expectation 

value of this operator, we must, in principle, turn on sone external 

F i uld (analogous to a magnetic field orienting a potentially 

ferromagnetic system), construct the ordered, vacuum in the presence of 

this field, and then see if the order in this vacuum survives when ue 

turn the field off. I uill try to carry out that procedure explicitly. 

For the salte of familiarity and ease in finding minus signs, I uill work 

with IJ'R.'J'I for the moment and induce <++> * 0. 

Begin by uriting a theory of massless formions (in Euclidean space-

time) 

Z = J V A exp[-/c*|JV + 1/1 F*)] (Z.ZZ) 

Ihe second term in the exponent is the gauge field Lagranyi-:, i uill 

suppress this term from here on. Add to (2.22) a source K which induces 

•xsa-. 

Z[K(x,y)] = exp(-UI[K)) = JVA exp[-/(V»*-*<x) K'.x,y> + C y » ) . (J.23) 

•An early version of 
discussion of it may 

this formalism appears in [16]. 
be found in [17]. 

A very clear 
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It 1s useful to take K to be nonlocal; this allous us to adjust Ktn.y) 
so that 

t d'k 1 
<+U)$(y>>K = exp[-ik-(n-y>] 

J t2n)* -iJt *• Xtk*) (2.24) 
*or any given ganaralizod mass term £(k z). Ue must nou determine for 
union function I(k*> this condition Mill be stable If He turn off K. 
Let us define «x.y> = <n*t*tri>s than 

S 6 
S<x,y) • f-log ZltO) = MW1 

6KCy.it) GKCy.s) «.25> 
(assuming <+> s <$> s • ) -

It Mould be useful to exchange £ or S for It aa our basie variable. 
This enn b» dona by making a Legendre transformation (replacing the 
Hetraholtc by tht Oibbs free energy). Define 

T • U[K] -Jdxdy S(x,y) K(y,X> (2.26) 
(2.26) implies that 

«r r SK (tu 1 
o» J cs l«e J 

or simply 
W 

• K(y,x> 
«S(x.y! (2.27) 

s(x.y) osn be stable i f C[VGS(xfy> = 0. r[S] Is called the 

gff»CtiV» Kt<... 

Let us now compute J*. Since the fermton propagator will eventually 
be given by tho specified funotion S, it is convenient to evaluate 
(2.23) by taking S as tho zeroth-order propagator or S"' as tho toroth-
order action. R*uHts (2.23) as: 

http://6KCy.it
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e*p<-U[K]> » Jv enpl-jtfe-'t • *(#-S-')+ + K**>] 

» (det S"'>-ezp[<all vacuum diagrams)] 
= expClog detCS -') + Trt^-S'MS - Tr KS + (diagrams)] 

(2.28) 
uhere. in the last tine, "diagrams" Includes only those uith at least 
one g. . vertex. Then 

u = -Tr 1og(S-') - Tr(JJ-s-')S + Tr KS - (diagrams) 
T - -Tr |gg S'< + TrCS-«-)ttS - (diagrams) <2.29) 

The diagrams in (2.29) any be divided Into two oIasses as shown In 
fig, 3i Those whose only vertices arc gluon vertices (fig. 3a,) end 
those union involve the additional 2-feraion interaction [%-$-'-KJ 
tfig, tt»). The diagrams of the second type involve the external source 
K; thin source is datcrnined by the condition that the exaot propagator 
of the theory should be SCx.y). One should therefore adjust K to oanoel 
any corrections to the propagator. This adjustment, however,, makes the 
two dlagraas sham in fig. 3 cancel precisely. One can check that all 
diagrams of the second type cancel against diagrams of the first typt* 
leaving uncancelled only those diagrams vhieh have no propagator 
corrections, thou remaining diagrams may bo characterized as 
"2-part1elo-irreduc1ble" (2P1), i.e.. as diagrams Nhich cannot be split 
apart by removing 2 lines. Our final expression for I"[S] is (2.29) 
evaluated uith only 2-partiele-irreduoible diagrams. A feu of these 
diagrams are ahoun in fig. 4. This final expression for T dots not 
require the explicit value of the source K; it la simply a function Of 
s. Thus, one oan readily compute 6JV6S. 

lo get soma Idea of hoy this formal ism Moras. Me might computm the 
variation STVoS from an approximate form for F obtained by Including 
only the simple diagram of fig.Sa in the evaluation of C2.29)i 
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— T % — (• Tr 1og(S) • IrlS-'-WS - tfig. Sa)> 
CS SS 

= S-' - S-<SS-« + (S-'-JII + fff|. 5b> «-301 
The sign change in the laat tarn cornea from the faetor (-1) for « closed 
fermion loop. Thua. in thia approximation* SC/tS a g laplie* 

S"' = 3f - Cfig. 5b> . <2.31) 
This is precisely the Hartree-rock approximation to the equations of 
motioni. obtained after integrating out the gauge field. To see this. 
note that if ati»(x-y? ia the gauge field propagator* th« eauation of 
notion for +IKJ nay be written aat 

r H ^ - t g A n W x ) » 0 

—> <*(*! + »' Jd'v *u W * - y l <+U>*(y»> 1v+t*l 
llnrtree-Feek (2.31) 

uMeh U identleal to (2.30. In the thtaiy of suoeroondu&tivitv. eq. 
(2.113 is oalled the gap equation. 

Lot me end our discussion of the effective aotion by mentioning two 
proclaim with this (crmolumi 

F1rat» the formaliam Is not gauge Invariant, because it relics on 
nonlocal source terms. One can fix up the gauge invarianoe of th* 
source term by writing thia tern using line integrals of %: 
/Ktx.y) ?(x) P(exp[ig/AMd£u]W'ty>, where P denotes path-ordering. All 
the formalism goes through unchanged. But AOM K mitt regulate the value 
of <3<xj P expCisJVWtty)), and so does not cancel from T so easily. 
I will avoid this problem by choosing a gauge; Landau gauge feu*1* = °> 
is particularly convenient tloj. if the fernion bilinear tihieh obtains 
a vacuum expectation value also breaks global gauge invariance, then one 
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has a uorse probteat the foraal ian is incenaiatent u n i o n on* also 

allows a «ass for tha gauge bomn f i e l d . But th is s i tuat ion oan 6 * 

treated by le t t ing r depend also on the gauge boson propagator M x - i r ) . 

and insisting also that 6T/S0 * 0. This oreduoaa coupled av ia t ion* for 

s and A. For example* In the epproxinetion of keeping only f i g . So in 

r. these equations aret 

S-' = JJ- ( f i g , 5bJ 

A-» = -(»*9»» - ?•*»»» - ( f i g . Se) . « . * » 

second, and titore * .'Mowsly, the ef fect ive action is not bounded 

beioM. To see this* ve e»n t ry the following exerotaei Star t with a 

f ree - f i e ld action L > ^Ctfun]* ana to aelve lor the beat exact propagator 

s using the effect ive eatlon formal i«o. Take Stp) = [ I j l + K p ) ] ' 1 , for 

s impl ic i ty . Then the evaluation of (2.19) glvesi 

1 
n z < p ) ] = -Tr leeC- f f+ i ) + Tr<E-in> 

(- ld+z) 

' d"p f (t(pl-mJZ(p)l 
* | -z logtp 1 Tt I (p») + 4 

J (2ir)» I p«+r*(p) J 

sr At <( l -m+I) (I-t»)S» ( I - m H p 1 - ! 1 ) 

6Z(p) p'+jJ ? i * i i <pi+£*)* (p*«-£*)* tt.Ui 

The correct value Up) > II it i solution to the condition &T/6E • 0. 

Houever, there is another solution at E(p) = p. Further* the shape of 

r[£] is such that, after attaining a local ninimum at Itp) s •> it rises 

untii I = p and then fella aff. plummeting to (-«•) as X •• m. The 

stationary ty condition 6IV$5 - Q does produce the correct solution for 

t. but only if interpreted with core. 
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What can one do shout these problems? In these lectures, I Mill 

simpiy apologize and ignore them. Banks and Raby t173 suggest a 

restriction to sources Ktx.y) which are nonlocal only in space, not in 

time. This solves the problem with boundedness-below, but it sacrifices 

covariance and also does not allou one to get the specific solutions I 

Hill discuss in the next section. In any event, this formalism is good 

enough to let us do computations with real physics in them; let us, 

then, accept it and proceed. 

1 should, houever, make note of an alternative, more formal but more 

precise, criterion for XSB. Consider the Dirac propagator, for fermions 

uith small mass m, in a fixed background gauge field: 

<+(x)*(y>> = C0+m)-'(x,y) (2.35) 

By multir'ying and dividing by (D~m) and using 

a* = -(0+m)(J*-m) = (-D1+m + 1/< g<jti"FUlV) ;2.36) 

one can urite 

<5>Kic)> = -m-AA~'tx,x) . (2.37) 

He can convert this result to a result in an interacting gauge theory by 

inserting (2.37) under the functional integral over A u. XSD in the aeio 

mass theory is equivalent to the behavior: 

</kA - ,Cx)> A a m"' as ra •• 0 (2.38) 

Banks and Casher [19] have used this criterion to give a tifuristic 

argument tor xSb in lattice gauge theories; perhaps it cjn be put to 

more general use. 



Chapter 3. 

EXPLICIT COMPUTATIONS OF xSB - GLUONS 

3.1 A SIMPLE STABILITY ANALYSIS 

In the previous section. I introduced the formalism of Cornualt, 

Jack in and Tomboulis [15} and described a simple approximation to this 

formalism in which ue can compute whether xSB ic induced by one-gluon 

exchange. In this lecture. I would like to analye that approximation 

in some detail, to try to obtain a moro convrete picture of the 

mechanism of XSB. 

Recall that ue had found the Following condition for the value 

fermion propagator in the absence of external sources: 

S 

SS <J,U 

uhere 

T = -Tr log -3-' + Tr(S"'-^)S - (?PI diagrams) . (3.Z) 

In this lecture, 1 >»i11 make the truncation: 

C2PI diagrams) = (fig, 5a> (3.3) 

Let us attempt to stationarize the truncated T and find the propagator 

uhich solves C3.1). As a first step, I Hill work within the following, 

very much simplified, framework: First, although renormalization 

effects in non-Abelian gauge theories cause tho coupling constant to be 

a function of momentum scale, I will ignore this effect and consider g 

to he fixed and scale-invariant. Secondly, since I expect that, lor g* 

- i7 -
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aufflolently email, the vacuum is chirelly symmetric, I tlill restrict Qy 
attention te •tudying the stability of the symmetric vacuum. Finally, 1 
will use the reynmann rules of QED. uitli one fermion flavor. Let me. 
then, insert trite T >e trial form 

1 
s * 

•if * I(p> C3.4) 
expend T Into quadratic order in Z, and leek for unstable erodes. A 
similar coMputetten was done by Banks end Raby in [17). 

Ustns the trtat fern 13.4) 
d»p 

Tr log S*» * I log dett-ip*+Kp*>> I d»p 

d"p 
lejjtp1*!*) 

* (const) + i + 0(£l) 
, £2nJ* p» (3.51 

Tr(S"' 
r d' P r i 1 f i»p « » 

-?)S « Tr I = 
J czn)" L (-ii»+z>J J (Jul* P' + 

I d^p I*(p) 
(Zn)< p* (3.6) 

so that 
f d*P f2i« 1 
I I + ••*! - Cdtaq j <2»)* I p» J agrams) 

Hole that these essentially fcinesntical t. .-as stabiUse the ehirally 
sywmtrie »:ato X = 0; the interactions must counteract this effect. To 
see hout ue oust expand fig. 5a in potters of It this expansion is 
sketched in fie. 6, in uhich the double lines represent full propagators 



1? 

and the heavy dots Insertions of X. The f i rst term on the right-hand 

side is independent of £ The second term vanishes i f ue work in Landau 

gauge 0 ^ = 0 ) 1 let us roaka that choice from here on. This leaves tha 

third diagram, uhose value 1a= 

#v 
tk-pl* J r ItP> lOtl-l 

- - t i g ) * | T r U B T | l 1 
2 J « • ) * « » ) • <fc-p>* l P* k* J 

9 z •• d*k d'p 1 rto) £(k> 

Z J <2w)» «*«> <k-p»* P* k* 

3g* f- f* pt 1 
= dk k E(k> dp p Etp) dB sin*0 

16** JO Jo Jo tk* + P 1 - tk() 0980] 

To evaluate this, ua n»td 
ftt I fl 1 f fk pi' 
! d6 sin'S ~ s - — . min<- i -\ 
Jo (k* + p* - 2kp ooaO) 2 kp [ {? kj. (3.9) 

then 

dk £(k) dp Upi M P I - J I O J k/p|3 
32** Jo Jo 

<fig. 6) = <oo«»l) + 
32n* JO JO 

<3,1QI 

The full term in T quadratic in X is therefore* 

Tz = I dp p Z*(pJ I dk KkJ | dp ttp) e»p[-|l«g k/p)j 
4F* J» Sis* JO JO 

<s.m 
Tp diagonalize this quadratic form. Me nay exploit the sc«la-

invariance of aur restricted problem. To do this, set 
p = pe expC»> , k - P» txp«> . 2tp) = l/p o « ) . <J.i4) 
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In (3.121, p« is a fixed reference moawntum. Hith this change of 
variables <3.11) beeonas 

Tj » — dQdC o-tflj C<q-«) «xp[-|n-e|] *<«» 
4«* J - * { M* J 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

I f He Fourier transform in the variables .' *< 

otql a Jdu expCi<Wl «<nl 

then T a takes the form" 

1 f dq r f39*1 1 1 
f t = _ BtqJot-qj | 

4ir* J 3n L |.4nJJ 1 + q" (3.15) 

In this truncation of the effective aetfon. tha ehirolly symmetric 

vacuum is unstable for 

— > 

4n L3J a. 16) 

Apparently, the gauge ooupling must become quite strong to induce ehiral 
symmetry breaking. 

HON does this oomputn'ion change if He consider a non-Abel Ian gauge 
theory? For the moment, think only about theories of Birac fernion3. I 
uin, for definftenesB> consider a theory with n flavors of Oirac 
fer»i'>n& belonging to sow* representation r of the gauge group, let us 
denote the dimensionality of r by dJr end the representation matrices of 
the gauge generators by t» r. The quadratic Cosinir operator, the 
analogue of the rotational invariant l* for a general tie group, is 
defined by 

I t*„t*,. = C*Cr>'l 
» 13.171 
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where ^denotes the unit natfi*. Foe ivtur* us*. I n i l ! mfce a few awe 

def in i t ions: Denote by t the representation in which generators of the 

gauge group l ie (the attaint raorcMntattofl)? than d a i s the lumber of 

generators. Define c(r) by 

r r t^t**, = f*ttr) » c(r) = d,/d« Ci<r) , <3.ie> 

For the group SIKH), d« » H*-1. Cj(0) = «. and< for the fundaaentat 
representation H Cor H) , 

H*1 1 
C^ttO = , CtH) = -

?M 2 (3.19) 

The computation ue havt Juat dona U readUw ganaraUzitd to *MB 

co »xt. The itinomatical terms given by (3,SJ and (3,6) must be 

mult ipl ied t>y the total numbtr of Dirae f trial ons (n -d r ) . Sine* th» 

gauge boson vertex noil eont i in i a faator of l" P» tho tontr lbut lan (3,10) 

is multipl ied by 

n Tr t * r t » P s n d r CiCr> . (3.20) 

Then the criterion (gr an 1n*tib111tv baeenesi 
g zC z(r) * 

> -

For ^uar*is, in tn* 3 »t SUtJ) 

> -
4a 4 tt.MJ 

For the K o* SUtM), as H * m, (1 20) involve* the atnbtnation (?*»>, S3 

it should. 
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3.2 FFfECTS OF CQUPLIHG ^OHSTABT BFHnB^L IZflTIOH 

The analysis «e have just done Ignores all effects of coupling 
constant renoroalization. in a non-Abe11an gauge theory, hoaevar, tha 
coupling tonstamt ranornalizatton t» an essentia* element »t the theory, 
sinoe It Insures that phenomena uhlan happen only In the regine of 
strong coupling do indeed occur at some scale. To think about this 
effect, ue Hill consider a special Halt in which it Is easy to Study. 

Coupling constant renornallzatton in non-Abelian gauge theories is 
given by the equation [91 

d g» 
g(p) = 6(g) i fJ(g) s -t»0 • ••• 

d log p (4*>z (5.23) 
Using this approximation for B(g>» 

9a* 
9*lp> 

g Bi 
|1 + be - logCpi/pe1} 
1 M T I ) 1 J (3.24) 

where g g = g(PoJ. If bo > 0, g 2 Increases slouly as p 1 decreases. In 
non-Abel iart gauge theories of the type «ie were considering 

C!(B> n G(r)l 
J J (3.25) 

where the various group theory factors were defined at the and of 
section 3.1. 

Let us study xS« in the tol lotting Merit; cztrJ •* w, so that ehiral 
symmetry breaking takes place Hhen g* is small, hut n * 0 at the sane 
tine so that h B remains fixed. In this limit *SB takes place at k scale 
nhere g 2 Is ev 'ving slowly. (I was noved to consider the Unit by the 
Monte Carlo calculations of Kogut et. a).[20], uno work in thia Matt.) 
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To consider this situation, HO should ,nsert a slow evolution of the 

coupling constant into our equation for I, For this analysis, it Mill 
be easiest to start Iron eq. (2.31) obtained by variation of the 
effective action. To analyze this equation properly, ue should insert 
the most general structureJ 

1 
s - CZ(p*)-<-1d) + «p*)3 (3.26) 

but I Hill ignore 2(p*) in the analysts to follow. (That is an 
acceptable approximation for the results I till 1 actually dismiss, 
because (in landau gauge) Z(p a) * 1 uhen p » £.) 

Let us identify the mass-like t e w (tents without i matrices) on the 
left- and right-hand sides of (Z.3ii, and integrate out angular 
variables. This yields the equationi 

3g*B»tr) f» dk f k* 1 
Pl(p) • — k£(k) e*p[-|log p/k|] • 

an" JO k U 1 + l'(k)J C3.27) 
Except fer thr list factor, this is just the Integral equation 
associated with the approximation (3.11) for T. He may introduce 
coupling constant renoraalizstion into (3.27) by considering g* te be a 
function of moments* to be evaluated at the largest of (p.k.Z). 

By examining eq. (3.27). Me can make some statements sbctit tha 
limiting behavior of E(p). 
1. As p •» 0. K p ) * ZlO). a constant, where 

JCjCRJ f» dk f fc'lCk) \ 
2(0) = — • g* (k or E) 

en* Jo k U 1 • £Mk)J (3.Z») 

2. At p < », £(p) « l/p* if the integral r dk ( k 1 'I 
~ k*Hk> • g*(k) 
k U« • l*(k)J (3.29) 
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converge*, For thli to happen, (ll(k)), which UBS oonstent in cur 
earlier treatments must be persuaded to tend to sera as k •» •. The ftot 
that g*<k) •• 0. sill surely help this to occtir. (More properly, the form 
for £ union asymptotically satisfies (3-271 self-oonsistontty 1s 

(log kJ* 3C zCr) 
E(p) « » A = *— 

k* b, <3.3») 
This result H I derived Cartful 1y by Lane in [21].) 

Let us now study eq. (3.271 in the case of • slswly tvolvino eoupttno 
constant. At aeales p where g*(p) just satisfies the condition C5.11) 
for an instability to XSB, e(k) = kECk) Hill appear dominant1y In nodes 
near q - 0 (1n terms of q 1n (3.14)), so (k£(k)) wilt also tie stouty 
varying. I will assume, and check a posteriori, that «(k) varies on a 
logarithmic sosto but does not vary as slowly as g*lk). But eq. (3.27) 
tolls ua that e(k) can vary slowly only if k >> Z> so the analysis to 
follow Mill apply only In this regime. 

Introduce logarithmic ftoaenttm variables as indicated In eq. <3.12), 
and take p* te be defined as the m m e n t m such that 

3C»(r) gi(po) 
a 1 

ly* (3.311 
Then C3.Z7) besoms* 

f»» r3Cjlr» g'Ck or pl-t 
•(*> • df esp(-|«-f|> I 1 o ( 0 

the exponential footer varies more rapidly than any othur faotor fn the 
integrant! i it Is therefore appropriate to expand s(f) about strjJ. I 
ignore the oorreoponding variation of g 1. in this approximation! 
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P r 3 C t ( r ) g«-| 
iCfl) s d« exp(-|u-H> I 1 

•Ca<ij) • (f-j)Jo'(fl) + l/2((-D)*a»(D) + . . - ] 

r 3j» «ii fas* c»l d» 
»rt) M • — 

«• 4i* J I 4»* J da1 

O + - * > 

a . 33) 
i f alsrt v « r i « sluity, yt can Ignora tha tanas not itrlttan t ip l lo i t ly . 

Equations (3,14) and 13.31) faply that 

1 (~] gMp*ptt*) • 

[• • [ — H 
1 L&BCi(r)j J 

(3.34) 

Recall that. In our approximation, b 0 << d ( r ) . Instrtlng C3.34) Into 
(3.33J ue find tha aquatloni 

d» r b B 1 
— otfl) + •») s( 
d*>« L6*C,(f) •• 

n> = o 
(3.35) 

This Is just the Se(ica<H«gar equation alth a shaliw Mnaar potaMlal. 

o = p£(a) 1* tha twwe function: 

lltoCafrlJ J (3.34) 

••here Ai(x) is tl i* Airy function, i f bD c< c z ( r ) , this function ts 

indewt wora raaitfty varytna than g t(p>. Thus f»r p > I ( p ) , 

c ff bo y* I 
Kpl » - • *1 I 1ogCpypa)| 

p lUnMDj j 

D 1 r 2 f ba V * l j e x p i _ ( l B g p / p o ) s / i 

p •* «• p (lofl p /p^ 1 ' * L 3 UnC^CrlJ J (3.37) 

where e and D art oonatonta. This function should desortbe noil the 

behavior of Itp) juat ibovt p a p 0 . For very large p. hONevar, (3.37) 
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falls to zero faster than any power of pj then our approximation (3.33) 

is no longer valir. and the behavior of E(p) reverts to that of (3.30). 

A qualitative picture of Z(p) which assembles all the information we 

have obtained is given in fig. 7. 

3.3 MORE OEKERM. fERMION REPRESEHTftT10HS 

Before finishing this discussion, 1 should indicate its 

generalization to situations allowing Bore complicated forms of the 

fermion condensate, it is not hard to treat the nost general situation. 

Label the L-fermiona as +ai' where a = 1,2 is a spin index and i 

schematically indexes colors and flavors. Ue can imagine constructing 

the effective action T corresponding to the most general scalar source 

term 

/Kii(v,x)[C*«<H'«i<Kl'vaj<v)> + h.c.l (3.3») 

For the case of Dirao feriMons, we can write + L * = • ' B O H then 

* a o+Lm*Li» + h.c. = W (3.39) 

but 1.3.38) allows more possible patterns of condensation. The only 

restriction on the form of K'J is that it must be symmetric under 

interchange of i and j, as the result of fermion anticommutation and the 

antisymmetry of « a o . The formalism ue developed in section 2.2 goes 

through for the source term (3.38) with only the modification that we 

should use a more general class of propagators* 

+S- l+ - *iJS*i + l / r n ' M ^ a i + n j + h.c.] (3.10) 

Like K, I must be symmetric in its indices. 

To obtain an idea of the physics of this situation, let us carry this 

system through the stability analysis of section 3.1. The discussion 

given there is easily generalized, leading to the result 
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1 f dq r 3a 1 1 -i 

'In1 J 2n <• •In1 (1+q*> J 

(3.41) 

where o')(q) is th» Fourier transform of (kl'j(k)). The routing of 

indices in the second tern corresponds to th» structure of fig. S. To 

complete the diagonizoticrt of Fi. ue need to do a little more group 

theory. A pair of indices Ciij) of 1 corresponds to a pair of l-

fermions in the representations ri.rj of the gauge group. Let us 

decompose the product r\ x rj into irreducible representations R. Then 

o'i may be urittem 
1') = I D|BIK-C)(iJ 

R (3.42) 

uhere k indexes the representation R and Cfc'J is a Clobsch-Gordon 

coefficient. With this notation, ue may compute: 

(ftali,,<7«J = CitriJa'i 

t f t » ) j n u ' n = CtCrj)v'i 
C(f)ip6i„ + S»p(t»)j q][(f) P.&, n + 6 P.(t»),, n3p"" 

= (total t*)*!!1) = £ Ci(R)0(ni l tC| (
ii 

R 13.43) 

Then, the group theory factors in (3.41) reduce to: 

(t")-(t*) = 1/2 [C 2(R) - C , ( n ) - C,(rj)] . C3.44) 

The eigenvalues of the quaOiatic form ore therefore proportional to 

3gl 1 [CiCrj) + Cj(r-j) - Ct<R)] 
(3.45) 4*z (1+q*) 

An instability Mill appear, for sufficiently strong coupling, for any 

representation R in r; * rj such that 

(C z(ri) + C:(rj) - CjCR)) > 0 . (3.46) 
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Me can ohock this r«S<J»t against that found in section 3. t. The 

dismission there correspond* to the special case of L-Jermions in 
complex conjugate representations r and f condensing in a trade uhich 
corresponds to a singlet under the gauge group (R = 1, ct(n> = 0). m 
this otiti (3.46) properly reproduces (J.21). 

It 1a not hard to sea that there is always a representation in 
r< X rj satisfying (3.4e)i The quantity appearing there is essentially 
the eigenvalue of (*•)-Ct") in (3.44). But 

Tr(t")-(t»> » ( f i i i S t 1 ) ^ = 0 (3.17) 
•o this matrix must have a negative eigenvalue, (occasionally, though, 
the negative tigenveotor Is forbidden from appearing in z'i by the 
symmetry of this ebjoot.} Usually, there are several possibilities. In 
such o casei the analysis of section 3.2 can be used to suggest uhich 
node of oondonsation is preferred. The critical coupling is inversely 
proportional to the faotor in (3.46). Choosing the minimal value of 
CitPJ maximizes this faotor and thus minimizes the critical coupling. 
The analysis of station 3.2 suggests that, in an asymptotically free 
gaugo theory^ this oholoe maximizes the value of the raoeentura scale po 
at Mhioh the fermion condensate appears and, thus, eeximizes the energy 
of stabilization si the condensate, Our analysis suggests, then, that 
the oondenaste Mhleh will appear 1s the one uhich maximizes (3.46). 
Equivalents the oondensste appears in the channel uhich is moat 
attractive aith nipitt to 1-gtuon exchange. This Maximally Attractive 
Channel (RftC) criterion Mas first focaMlaled some tSme ago by Cornual) 
t1$J> it has recently b*en revived and popularized by Raby, Dimopoutos, 
and Sussfcind [22], 
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For the case of Oirac fermions. the MAC criterion implies that the 

preferred condensate uill be a color singlet, as UO had aasUMd 

implicitly in section 3.1, and as would be required to product the 

pattern of chiral symmetry breaking in Q.CD described at the and of 

section 2.1. riore eomoiex systems of feraions, houevep, nay eondtnae 

into nonsinglet representations. I Mill sitou acne •KaaslaS of tMB In 

section 5. I should, however, make one content on the applicability Of 

our formalism to this situation, t had commented at the ».ns of eaeticn 

Z.2 that if £ breaks the gauge symmetry, it Will fnduofc gnuge boaon 

masses n 2
abi one must solve sel{-consistently for E and n 1. TMa change 

in the formalism, however, does not at all affect the oonolutioni of the 

stability analysis ue have performed in this seotlont Any tarn in T 

which contains a factor I also contains a factor £*. Htneii tht noat 

general form possible for Ti isi 

Tz = Z«(G)-£ + PI1 • tH> -M1 C1.4S) 

unere G and H are operators. In this section, He found thf 

circumstances under uhich G has a negative eigenvalue. Evan though H fa 

positive definite, the presence of a negative eigenvalue in 0 signals an 
instability in the coupled fermion-gauge boson systen. 

I should finish this section fay noting a possible application of the 

dependence of the scale of chiral symmetry breaking on tho group-

theoretic factor (3.463. ey considering models involving feraiona In 
several representations, one can easily imagine scenarios in tthfoh BOM 

termions condense and gain mass at a scale A*, but others art left 

massIess there and gain mass only at a loner soale Ai» If our ortterion 

that condensation takes place anon g* is smatt and evolving BlOWlr at 
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this value, it is possible that Aj « Ai. so that the theory has a 
hierarchy of scales. Baby, Dfaopoulos and sussftind [22] and 
Mercians [23] have offered this mechanism to explain why quark naes 
differences are so large* or uhy the W boson mass is so nueh larger than 
the proton mass. Unfortunately, our estimate (3.71) corresponds to a 
large critical coupling oitoept in the artificial Halt used In 
section 3.2. Proponents of this idea mist, then, hope that hiaher-order 
corrections reduce that estimate substantially. There Is sons numarioal 
evidence that this nay be the case [SO]. 



Chaptar 4. 
EXPLICIT CALCULATIONS OT XS» - IHSTAHTQN* 

4.1 A PEBFftTftlAH tHTBnnUCTIOH TO THBTtHTnHfltnBY 

In taction 2,1, t remarked that fuhen ue '.ave Hrlttan all termions aa 
L-fernfons) itta symmetry of overall ttltj phase rotation> • •» a 1**, iihosa 
corresponding current is that of overall formion numbert 

* (4.11 
is destroyed by Quantum effect*. J shoeld no* explain that remark more 
carefully. Theft explanation Mill lead in to another meehantsm of « B -
ny discussion of this effect will be brief and concentrate on 
essential!) I ui11 give references to mare complete reviews of this 
subject. 

let me first observe the effect of the diagrams involving J u shown in 
fig. 9, These diagrams may appear as subdtagrams f n any vertex function 
involving J». The diagrams of fig. 9 are superficially linearly 
divergent! the divergent part is actually Jd*k/k*'hP » 0, but short 
distance effeats con influence the residual finite part. Specifically. 
a kinematicatly allotted term proportional to 

«tt,>X*iK-p>(l C4.21 
in terms «f the notation of fig. 10> appears uhen one OCiputes these 
diagrams. This term does not respect «xJ* = 0. It msy be seen to 
survive the cleverest of (j)auge-invar1ent) regulartzstion procedures 
CIC»1l]i one sUsys finds: 

- 31 -
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fc, (fig. 10) • Tr(t»t»)«u-v«»F"u.«Fb«» 
4** (4.3) 

•there the trace Is over all representations, flavors* and colors. 
Equation (4.3) Is knonn as the Mler-Beti-Jackiit axial vector anomaly. 
The remit is actually correct to all orders in perturbation theory 
[24], (A detailed review of the derivation and consequence.* of C4.3) 
•ay he found in [25].) Tor our purposes, it nitl be useful to recast 
eq. (4.3) in the following uw- Let us urite 

FP * i/z ««" ,**rw«« iA-4i 

Then (4.3) takes the form* 

•* 
Ŝ jli a ™ < rf] J n,'IC«r) 

32TJ» r <4.5) 

where n P 1s the number of l-fermions in the representation r of the 
gauge group, m o C(r) is the invariant defined in (3, IS). 

The anomaly equation tells ua that V J " s °- Examined formally, this 
breaking of the conservation of J* seens net especially efficacious: 
Since one car urite (4.4) as 

FT * ^C2«> u' w{A w«aA*a • 9/3 f»b«A»JPAbaft«,
l,JJ M.6) 

(The f *»* ere the structure constants of the gauge groupf which appear 
in F for non-Abel Ian groups)* this operator is just a surface ter»u 
Houever. this surface term nevertheless has a strong influence en 
physics throughout »pace-t1i»e» due to a series of miracles. Thes? 
•iracles uere discovered by Belavin. Folyakov, Schuartt, and Tyupkin 
[26} and 't Hooft C271) their effects are revieued In detail In lectures 
of Ccleman CZ61. 



if Fp.v(x) is to vanish as |x) * •>, a.̂  must tend to a gaunt trans for* 
li«||i|. ThUS. «S |x| * «r 

A«u(x)t* •* 1/3 U(x)apU»(x» (4.7) 
where U(x) is on element of the gauge group. The function U(x) is a 
•apping of the (thret-dinensfonsl> sphere at |x| * •» into the gauge 
group. For any slapla tie irotip. suoh Mappings foil into nonotooy 
classes, ehareoterfied by an integer (called the Pontryagin index), one 
can show that 

r •* 
n = d*x Ff 

J Mr* In the class of fields with n a 1 or -1, one can reidily find a 
localized solution of tht classical equation of motion 1n Euolldian 
space, an Instanton. To solve these equationsi ua nuat ninimlct tht 
olaEsioal action S, tubjtet to M . s ) . To do thlsr note that 

0 4 J(F-F) 1 « /<F«+F»-2FF> = 2t/F* - /FH . H«« 
Thus. S satisfies 

1 s V 
• n 

<4.10> 
aod the towta* is saturated for configurations where F • F. o*;a*in el. 
al.. solved the equation F » F tor the ooso n • 1* the*' found a solution 
A*n(x) for the gangs group SIM 2) uhich gives 

gF" u v(x) • ————— 
tX-X0>* + P l (4.11) 

where fl„iV Is a nunerioal tensor. Since classical Yarij-nills theory is 
translation- and seal*"Invariants the solution hat an arbitrary osnter 
so ami size p. This field oontigurntion nay be considered an n • 1 

f t 8s* 
= - F* i • n J « 9* 
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solution to r s f lor an arbitrary gang* group by considering S0<2) as • 
subgroup of that groupt this construction gives the Most general n s i 
solution for m y group. (I should note that the general solution to r = 
F has since been found for any n t29).) Despite the feet that tho 
solution (4.11) appears in (4.5) only ss a surface tera. its influence 
on physios is clearly localized to s region about the point »•• in a 
configuration sith Pontryegin Index n, 

Jd*x iujU • aQ = n\l h rZC(r>{ 
lr J (4.H) 

tn a space-tint containing such a gauge field configuration, fermions 
must disappear. It is north exploring in detail hot) this occurs. 

One can shot) that the Hires aquation for nasal e u ftrmtons in the 
representation r In the instanton field has 2G(r) zero eigenvalues. 
This eorrospends to one zero eigenvalue for each chlrel tension in the 
representation r = H of SU(N). If the gauge group Is S U U ) . ua can 
urite the assoeiated eigenmode (which 1 uill call a zero node) in the 
follouing sayi 

1 
*ea»U) = f« p 

CxM-p*)" 1
 t«. 13) 

In (4.13), « a 1,2 is the gauge index, a - 1,3 is the spinor index, and 
« in the Invariant contraction. Equation (4.13) satisfies 

0 = 0i*o • t<3o-iA«rt» - 3 «(S-tJt •«]+,, (q.m 
In Euclidean space Jit is not (anti)-Hemitian, so the equation 
ClM*¥ = 0 need have no such zero mode, indeed, it does not. ?, but 
not +. has a aero mode in the sntl-lnstanton field. 
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To ace the oonsequtnces of these zero nodes( expand + and ? In 

eigenstate« of t. In the instanton field 
ttx) = (,+,(x) • I (ftftlt) 7(K> « £ }|lx)fi 

i 1 t4.15» 
The aigenfunctions Tj(x). 7|(x) are e-nunber functions. Sinoa 'it*), 

+(x) are Grossman (antfcpnwuting) Held*, the parameters l, t oust be 
Grassnan variables. Me can represent 

/*• = J«"«e /Dd(f JIW* (4.16) 
Ih*. rule for integrating ever Crassnan parameters if the following 13*1« 
The mbst general function H ( ia fC() s (a+bf)> since t* » 0. Its 
integral fs 

|d« f « ) = b (4.17) 
This allows us to evaluate 

/ « • tapC-JTM - J | . i axpI-JXjfi«il 
f 

» / l i II (1 -X i t i f ) 

1 (4.IS) 

If there were no zero nodes> this Mould beeone: 
(4.18) = TJ Ai * det(d L) 

i (4.19) 
the standard result of an integral over *ermions. In the instanton 
field, houever, there is an extra factori 

/4«o-<independent Of f«) = 0 (4.20) 
so (4.1s) = 0. However, 

J+t expCj?HL+J +(») " |«? expt-J Xi|<«il («,*»+£ ti+O 
i t 

a Det'U,.)-?o(i<> (4.21) 
uherc Det'(ri) is the product of nonzero eigenvalues of n. 
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Apparently., the instsnton creates aft extra l-fermion. If the theory 

contains one N and one fi of L-femims (one Oirac feraion), the 

in&tenton creates one N and one B. 't Hooft stayed that, at distances 

such larger then the size p of the ^nstanton, the imtanton has the saa» 

effect as the operatort 

Z* « ™ +•«(»>(*»> **iiifli(Ka) • S« *l+R(Xo> (4.2J) 
The antl-instanton's Influence is that of X'?H+I<XO>- Thus, the 
instantons effectively generate a mass tern and completely destroy the 
ohiral symmetry of this model. Quite generally* the mechanism 1 have 
just displayed destroys the overall utt> ettirrl symmetry and the 
conservation of the total number of L-fermion*. It may be seen to 
preserve all other chiral symmetries, since those have no Adler-Belt-
JeakiH onomalioo. 

The interplay between instantons and mssaleas f»rmionsP however, 
suggests that Snstontons can provide a mechanism for the spontaneous 
breaking of other ohiral symmetries, I Nil] explain this mechanism by 
showing hou instsntons can produce mass spontaneously In an SUCO gauge 
theory of n-CN+N) L-fermions. Hy calculation uill be very crude, just 
enough to see the essential physics. For a more complete analysis 
(including the nimberioal factors), the readw «hou\d consult the 
original papers [31,32.33]. 
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4 . 2 AH 1MSTAB1L1TV TO atSa, 

I wish to argue that the chirelly esyemetrie v«cuu*> state is 
stabilized by the presence of instantoRS. To do this, let ne modify tbB 
forwula (2.29) of Coi-nuall, JackiM and Tomooulis by replaeino ttv* ten* 
(diagrams) by (instantons). More property, I dish to fnoluifo the 
effects of instantons on the evaluation of E[K1 in the derivation of 
(2.291. The Integral over A may be Separated into contributions Iron 
each topological sector n. The n • 1 fields may be expanded about thf 
minimum action configurations in this sector, the inst&utons. Analyzing 
z[K] in this way. Me hsset 

Z[K] = I BXPC-/KI] 2 n(U 
n 

= BXPC-/KI] Z,(I)-[l + I A„(S)1 
I n B0 J C4.t3> 

in C4.23), Z»(£) is the value given by perturbation theory. Ua Mill 
caU AiC£> the l-tnatanton inpHtudei A.itS) s (A,tS))». A standard 
approximation to (4.23) is the <HJut« gas approximation £32]i 

1 + I And)] % exp£(Ai(Z) * A., (J))] 
n S0 J (1.24) 

in this approximation 
f U ) = Utnematie terns) - (A,(I> + *.,(£)) 14.»S) 

Plus the effects of 2P1 riiagrsrnsf Hhieh I Mill ignore for the remainder 
of this section. 

The value of the 1-instanton anplitude, to loading order In 
perturbation theory, toi 
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A,(£) 
U»L-l-IE'MHl 

I ACRsQ) 
f f 0 fdet (0+1)1 

« d*x dp Mg*> oicpr-8ir*/g*(p)] II 1 
J J i*l ldet()H-£>J H.26) 

The integral in the numerate ahauld be expanded about the inatanton 
field* 0 in the second line should evaluated in the inatanton fiats. 
Because of the zero made, the factor in parentheses vanishes tthen Z e 0. 
Da can net an idea of the shape of this term by evaluating it for £ • m, 

a constant, Ixtraeting ire* the ratio of determinants a factor which 
depends on the scale u of coupling-constant renormalizatiwi. ue have 

fdet t*m) r2 i 
= iCm) expl- - c(r) log p'n* 

Idot V+mJ L 3 J (4,J7) 
U n ) has the limiting behavior: 

ltm> •* B-o (n -+ 0) 
* expC2s3 Ctrl log m*p*J (• •* mi t*.2ti 

M i l numerical constant coaputed by 't Boo ft [341 and others [35]. 
The behavior as m -* » nay be understood by remembering that a heavy 
tension decouples at scales loner than m, so that the coupling constant 
re normal l2etioii contains only th* factor logtti'/ht*) and is independent 
of p. 1he general form of K m ) la indicated in fig. 11. !<•>• and the 
uhole amplitude A i d ) , is real and positive in this approximation. 

Hon that «e understand the form of A-,(E), u« can construct the 
affective action r in the approximation (4.25). For simplicity* let us 
further approximate the determinant far instantons of size pi 
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II =* H « P = l/p))«p(- - ctr) lag <#*i»*>| 
Idat *«J|<i 3 J (4.29) 

Then tha Interaction terns tn (4.2S) are negative and depend on £(p) as 
tttp)in Mlian X(p> 4a snail. If n > 2, the or Join of the configuration 
space is a I nova atabla- However, as P beeones large (or p becomes 
small), g'Cp) inoreases and so the coefficient of (I(5>l)n becomes targe. 
Eventually, tha effective action, aa a function of X(p)i acquires the 
forn fthaim fn fig. W . The strong oraath of *ttl) generates an 
instability toward %SB. 

THO central elements of this argument era more easily understood In a 
nore general content. Let aw now revleu then briefly, using the 
notation of (.-tensions in which the feralon action takes the fora H^Bt* + - (««*»•»! + h.e.) 

2 J (4.30) 
I multiplies a ter» tihtch destroys U o L-lerarfwnai thus, if the 
conservation of J* In (4.1) were respected by quanta* effects. V Mould 
depend only on the combination (£•£). The instanten, however, create* a 
number of ftrmions equal to the nuttber of sera nodes. These femions 
can be deat' .*yed only by the wass tern) hence the inatanton amplitude 
must take the form 

A,(E) ~ (£)k f(i«£) (4.31) 
where ft ia half the number of zero modes 

2k = I nr-2c(r) 
r (4.32) 

Equation (4.31) has two consequences: First, the vanishing of Ai(£) at 
I = 0 io a general feature of node18 of e<assl«as fermions, and the potter 
lau with uhleh A,(E) vanishes is gi<#en sinply by (4.32). Second, the 
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phase ef Ail£) way bo adjusted by adjusting the phase o* Z. Thus it Mas 

actually irrelevant that (4,26) uas real and positive; A i d ) can always 

be made real and positive (making TCI) maximallv negative) by varying 

the phase of I. 

These considerations make clear that the instonton mechanism of *SB 

applies to a wide class of gauge models, including chira! gauge 

theories. The generalization to chiraI models is. however, a bit 

complex. Mo nil! discuss it in stages in the n«xi section. 



Chapter S. 

XSB IH CHIRAl GAUGE THEORIES 

S-l PATTENS OF *SB - GENERAL OBSEttVATIOHS 

He have spent tho last tuo sections investigating mechanisms of XSB. 

fhovgh HC have not found approximation schemes which alio* quantitative 

calculation, ue have found qualitative physical pictures of XSB uhich 

st/«m very appealing. One might wish to re-examine the calculations I 

have done and attempt to improve their accuracy, but I will not pursue 

that problem here. Instead I will move to a deeper level of analysis 

and apply the method of the previous sections te, examine a store 

detailed, yet still qualitative, question. That question is the 

<otlowing: Of all patterns of xSB ava- «ble to a given gauge theory 

model, uhich is actually chosen by the dynamics? I Hill first briefly 

recapitulate what we have learned about this question in models with 

masslcss Dirnc fcrraions. Then 1 uill examine sons examples of chiml 

gauge theories, theories in which the L-ferraionsi belong to a complex 

representation of the gauge group and so cannot be grouped into Diruc 

fermions. In such theories, our simple methods of anaiyaia uill yield 

patterns of mass generation rather more intricate than those of tlw 

ca-jes ue have examined so far. This discussion uill furnish us uith 

some phenomena uhich are curious in their OMn right and also relevant to 

the discussion from more general principles uhioh I uill present in 

section 6. 

- 41 -



Let n tfrat oay a fui words about the pattern of chfral a y — t r y 
breaking fn theories tilth n Btreo feral one belonging to • coaplex 
representation r »• the gauge group. He Mould urite the content of this 
theory OK o tr+P> L-ternfona» these fenatotis ere deeertbed by fields 

+<r>«t •!•>•» *S-« 
uhere i > l i ! is the sptnor index am) t - W ...» A. As He discussed In 
the first lecturer this theory hoe the onoiaelyfree chiret syaaatriesF 

C - U C W x SVCit) x $utn> , (5.2) 
According to the arguments of the list two lectures* this theory has 
spontaneous breaking of symmetry corresponding to the acquisition of « 
aosa term 

is?'* s mti« *iPia* *iriot • h.o.) (5.3) 
This terra respeeta tha full group of g'.uge symmetries, further, if all 
fermiona acquire equal •ass< this term la invariant to the subgroup 
H = U(1) X SU(n) of Di 

*lriaf •• U'j Vt •-,* I -r,r,Bi * + tFi Dj(U-')i| ($.4) 
This pattern of symmetry brooking is at least one of the ones preferred 
by the analyses of Bastions 3 and A. It eorrenponda to the earliest 
Instability u1th reapeot to one gluen-eeehangej it aloe nay be seen to 
give the largest ooeffieient of the one-inatanton anplttude. This is 
also tho pattern of symmetry break tag observes 1n the Strong 
interactions! 

Cooler SU(3I1 * U<1> x SU«J x S0<2) -* kotor Su<3)} x uCil x SOC21 
(5.5) 

so it is sensible also free) the wiaapoint of ptieiMMteneloay. Note that 
this pattern corresponds to the anxlanl global eyttuoetry shfeh allows all 

* 
farsions to acquire s u m , 1 Mill guess that this principle - that 
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fereions retain the waidwni global aynawtry consistent with 6>naavte>*t 
ansa saturation - is one of general oisniff*enc«. Eve**tMlly> I Mill 

use It as a wide. 

on the other hand, the pattern of s$» In ohfrat pavse theories sennet 
be so staple as the one Me heve jest discussed. To see this, one ntct! 
only note that chiral gauge theories ere precisely these in which 
femion mass generation cannot occur without else breeding the gettge 
symmetry: A feri»iart mess ter» is generally of the fens 

it the fermions he!org to the (reducible) represented on ft of the gauge 
group; this object is In th; repreaantatleii t x t , if R 0 k, (the 
feature utitch defines chlral models), aose feraion will bo forbidden by 
global gauge invarianee froa esquiring aaes. In nodila of this type> 
*sa necessarily also Induees spontaneous breaking of the gauge symiotryi 
ue must, then, work out interlocking patterns of ehlral and gauge 
breaking- These patterns ire noat eeafly understood by eoneideretlon of 
specific examples, to which He Mill turn in a nesent. 

S.2 ftHOHMV CPH5TBMHT3 BH CHIRM. Brw>*8t»TAT1PHS 

Before beginning » discussion of xSB. however. I should point out 
that there is a strong restriction on the consistency of ehlral gauge 
theories. This restriction* 4«e to erase end Jackie I3*J< is another 
consequence of the Ao>1er~B«ll-4«cki« anomaly disoessee In section 4.1. 
u t us slightly generalize the argument given there by oaaputtng the 
graphs of fig. 9 using for csternst current one ef the gauge currents 
J V = ?iT>1tc*i. This calculation could., potential !«• yield, s term eith 
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the structure of the anomaly; such a term Mould destroy the conservation 

'•f J°u, and ruin the Ward identities of the gauge theory. He must insist 

that the coefficient of the structure (4.2) shculd vanish. But this 

:oefficient contains only factors of TI and g'• and the group theoretio 

actor 

Tr({t a-t bft c) (5.7) 
Jhieh replaces the factor Tr(t"t b) of eq. H . 3 ) . A chiral gauge theory 

is, then, only consistent if it satisfies the group-theoretic 

constraint: 

V n r T r C J t » r . t b r h c r > = 0 

r ( 5 . 8 ) 

uhere n r is the number of L-fermions in the representation r of the 

gauge group. 

It is Worth spending some effort to simplify the condition (5.8) 

£373. The trace indicated in (5.8) is a totally symmetric group-

invariant tensor with three indices in the adjoint representation; it 

may therefore be uritten in terms of a standard set of sucli invariant 

tensors. The SUCN) groups (H > t) have only one such invariant, the 

symbol d a ! 5 c which appears in the formula for representation matrices of 

the fundamental representation: 
1 

^".t* 1} - - 6 a b-1 + 2 d a b c t c 

N (5.9) 

Thus, *Dr any representation r, 

Tr({t a
r,t b

r}t"= r) = A ( r ; d s b s (5.101 

uhere ACr) is an overall constant, called the anomaly coefficient. 

Equation (5.9) implies that for r = N of SU(H), A(N) = 1; .his is 

essentially a normalization convention. From the relation t*js = 

- ( t * P ) T , one can readily determine that 



A(r) = -A(r) (5.ll> 

Thus, pairs of L-formions in complex conjugate representations give 

cancelling contributions to (5.8); ue nay say that a Dirac feraion gtvta 

zero anomaly. The condition (5.8) is a stringent one only in ttioartes 

uhere the fermions are intrinsically chiral.* 

For future reference, J will quote the anomaly coefficients for tuo-

index tensor representations of SUCH1. In general, the n-index totally 

antisymmetric and totally symmetric tensors form irreducible 

representations of SIKH); I uin henceforth denote their representations 

as [n] snd {n}, respectively. CU = {)} = H of SUCH). Using thio 

no tat ion. 

At 121) - tH-4) , At{2f] = lH+4> C5.IJ) 

(The anomaly coefficient for a general representation of SUCH) May fie 

found in [391.) Notice that theories with one t2] Old (N-4) 

N representations are anomaly-free and thus consistent (barring further 

unknoun difficulties). For a.i SU(5> gauge group, thi.i corresponds to 

one L-fermion in each of the representations 

1 0 + 5 , (5.13) 

the content Qf the Georgi-Glashou grar̂ d unified theory ("03. Th 3 class 

of theories uill provide us a useful set of ex.mples for analysis. 

*An additional restriction! uhich applies to SU(2) and Sp(Zn) gauge 
theories, has recently been discovered by Uitten f.38]. 
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5 . 3 *SB ;if THE GmBBI-BLASBDU MODEL 

U t us consider first the Uoorgt-ttashou s m s ) oAdot, whose «*r»ion 
content is given by (5.13). Let us investigate uhat our staple gluon 
and instamton aectwntsws predtot tor the pattsrn ol syswetry breaking in 
this model for strong gauge coupling. To begin, ue should catalog the 
possible moss term* uhioh could be included-. Denote the tun tension 
fields as: 

i-. **, 101 *«•'» (S,l« 
uhore a,b = 1 5. Then the possible fermion bilinears ore 

«0,,*o.'»obil'b 

«"*a a b*B c dt.l.«d IS. 15) 
Since £ B b must >e symmetric in its indices, the first term of (5.15) 
Involves a iermiori bilinear in the \i\ s IS representation of SU(5). 
The second term contains a bilinear in the reducible representation 

5 M O = 5 + « C5.16) 
The third term contains a bilinoar in the representation 

M O x 10) E V.« = 5 + 5 0 (5.17) 
(Kote tho'. 5 = [4],) rerniion pairs may thus condense in any of five 
distinct channels. Ue must determine uhioh channels are favored bv the 
dynamics. 

tet us first apply oor sinol* instanton node I; ue must compute A t(E) 
at least uell enough to examine its behavior for small X and see which 
of the possible forms of X leads to an instability. 

Me can construct A i d ) for small l by following the prescription 
given at the end of soot ion 4.1. He should first count zero nodes to 

r i 
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identify the instanton amplitude in powers ef I. using sufficiently Many 

x+* terms to destroy at* if these extra feratans. 

T« count zero modes* .t-«ll that the instanton lives in an SUtZ) 

subgroup of StKS). He way choose coordinate* so that this StK?> group 

acts on only the first tMo components ef a S-Victor.* The 5 of SU(5) 

thus transforms under this SU(Z) as o Z and three sin»<et*. staflarly, 

5 •» 2 * 3-1 

10 -» i-i * 4-1 C5.1S> 

(The second line is the antisymmetric product of ttra 5'S.> The 

instanton apparently sroduces on* 5 and threa 10 fermlonsi to absorb 

these fermions, we n d one facto, of the tS*10) Mass tars and one 

factor of the (.10x10 mass term from eq. (5.15). Thus* for small X, 

A,(E) has the form; 

A,IIJ « 1(5X103 -(10*10) C5.IS] 

Houever, when we eontiruet Aiii), uc must sum over oil Inotanton 

solutions. This sum 'ncludes nn integral in the grgup SUtSi. This 

implicu thai A aust i - S0(a)-invanant. that 1a< that it oust depend 

only on SU(5)-single< combinations of the E'a. Equation CS.tgi cap be a 

singlrt only if ue ei >osc a specific mode of condensation fron each of 

(&.16) and CS.I7): 

AitZJ « rtSXIO • $1-1110X10 - 5» (5.M3 

By the logic of secton 4.2, there is an instability in the effective 

action uhich allows ese ttio £ terns tc acquire nonrero values. This 

corresponds to indue ig the moss terms 

•There are iiwijivsl nt embeddinas of su(Z) In 3U<$J for which this 
choice of -"jrd.nites is not possible. Houever. these ombeddlngs 
produce solutions to F - f with n > 1 [41J. 
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l!« t t B+a a^o e< ,<. bc t lS (5.21) 
lhi» first of these terns allows i>a> and *ait' (i=l,...,4i to pair to a 
massive Oirac fcrmion; the second allows + a'J (i,j=l,....4) to became 
massive. Both terms break the gauge symmetry to S U M ) ; the massive 
fermions transform as a (1 + A) and a 6. respectively, of SUC4). one 
termion, +as, is still left mossless. 

Now that MO have found the pattern of symmetry-breaking induced by 
the instantonsi Me should ask what pattern of condensates tho gluons 
favor. This analysis is much simpler, since no can apply •' results of 
section 3.1. The result is precisely the same as that of the instanton 
analysis: Each of the condensations 

!x?0 •* 5 10X10 - 5 (5.2i> 
corresponds to the minimal Cz(ri) possible for that pair Df fernions; 
each of these channels is maximally attractive [H.A21. Even though the 
gluon and instanton mechanisms of XSB contain completely different 
physics, they lead to the same qualitative result. That is the first 
surprise in the physics of this model. But there uill be one more. 

How that ue have identified the pattern of condensation in this 
modal, ue should try to identify any residual global symmetries. The 
original model hart only one anomaly-free global symmetry, the IK1) 
rotation whose charge Q is given by: 

Q+a - 3' + . Q+' l h = (-U-*» b (5.23) 
Hole that instanton physics conserves this charge: The complement of 
fermions created by the instanton has total charge zero. (Hare 
formally, this Q satisfies 

0 = Tr[Q,tn b] = 6 » b i n r Q.(r)E(r) 
r (5.24) 
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an that fig. 9r computed uith thin charge ( vanishes.) 

The symmetry derated by Q is spontaneously broken by the floss 

generation we have discussed. However, this does not nean there is no 

rnuidual unbroken global symmetry. Consider the U U ) charge 

Q = 1/5 (2q + Q [ S 1 ) (5.25) 

where Q( 5 j is the SUC5) generator 

fl 

Q(i) 

1 
1 
1 

I -4j 
(acting on 5) 

(5.26) 

uhich is also broken by the condensates (5.tl). Let us compute the 

action of Q on the components of the 5 and 10 fermions. For 

i,3 = 1 A . 

1 
a*. 

<Vra 

(6-UVi 

t,(6+4)+s 

I-*; 

.2-n 

"0 •^i J I <-!)• + '' 

(5.27) 

The condensates (5.21) have total charge 5 = 0. The fermion <fi» 

however, has charge Q = 2; since there are no 5 s -2 fernions. it may 

not acquire mass without further symmetry breaking. But this tension is 

an SU(4) singlet; it has no strong gauge interactions ot lou noraentun. 

Thus, despite all the tumult of the St)(5) strong interactions! this 

fermian remains absolutely mass I ess. 
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5,4 ygS IN ft WORE 6EHEHM ClftSS Of WOPEIS 

Let us now extend the analysis of the previous section to the whole 

class ol chiral gauge models based on antisymmptrio tensor 

rnpresentatiuns. the models Milh. gauge group SIHN) and fermian content 

[2] + <N-4)N (5.28) 

Wo uili see that all of the major conclusions of section 4.3 generalize 

to this whole class of models. 

Let us first analyze the condensates from the gluon viewpoint. Th« 

maximally attractive channels are; 

[2] x N •+ H 

123 * [2] •* [4] <5.?9) 

The second of these condensates breaks the gauge y< iup Sll(H) to a 

subgroup in uhich [4] is an invariant; tho largest suth subgroup is 

suit). (K-4) orthogonal condensates of the first form Mill also break 

5tMH> ta SU14>. 

If ue represent the [2] and N fermion fields by +" h and •»,i» 

respectively <a.b = 1 H; i = 1 (H-4)), ue can write the fermian 

mass terms corresponding to the condensates 15.29) as follows: 

El« o a*aa, !+»"< '*" 

Z zt I I< 1^a l h+o c d<,bcds...N (5.30) 

Equation C5.30J . ves mass to CK-4J iermiono in the representation 

(4 + 4) and to one fermion in the 6 of the residual gauge group SU(4). 

Notice that, in CS.30), I have assumed that the (4 + 4) feraiona acquire 

equal masses; this is an application of the prim:ipte mentioned in 

section £.1, that the theory should retain the maximal global symmetry 

consistent with fermion mass generation. Despite the fact that this 

symmetry does not rest on a firmer basis. I uiU make use of it below. 
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We might now try to ascertain whether the inotantons also favor the 

pattern of cotvdcrL&ates shoun in C5.U. & first step is to construct 

Af(E) for small I. One can count zero modes in all of these examples bv 

the procedure of CS.To): Each H has one zero mode Cfor a total of 

(H-4)), and th« [2] has (H-2> zero modes. It is clear that one can 

absorb the corresponding fermions using the mass terms in (5.3D); the 

required terms yield the foHouIng form for Ai(I)i 

A,(E) « (I([Zl x H •* N))" 1-'" • <IC[2] * t2] -* [4]))« (S.31) 

Further. (5.31) contains an SUCH) invariant: Combining the factors on 

the right-hand side totally antisymmetrically yields an object in the 

[H] of SUCH), yhich is equivalent to the singlet. The instantons 

therefore do induce the pattern of condensates (5.30). (I have not yet 

argued that they favor this pattern over others; I Hill sketch that 

argument a bit later.) 

What global symmetries do the condensates (5.30) leave unbroken? The 

original anomaly-free chiral symmetry of the theory is 

G = UC1i x SU(N-4). The su(H-4) is th» group of flavor transformations 

of the H's; the UI11 symmetry is that generated by the following charge 

Q = 

«J'». l = tH-2)+.,t 0+" h = -(N-<t)-+,h (5.32) 

which satisfies (5.24). Equation (5.30) spontaneously breaks all of 

these global symmetries. Houever> many symmetries uithin the gauge 

group Stl(H) have also been spontaneously broken. As in the example of 

section 5.3, uc can identify combinations of chiral and global gauge 

charges which generate symmetries undisturbed by tS.30). Let (J*( HI he n 

generator of the su(H-4) subgroup oir*>»? gouge group which commutes uith 
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the residua) gauge Byaftetry su(4)> this Is the group of unitary 
transformations union set on the oompanants 5 through H of on H-voetor. 
Let Q* be the oorrtspondlng generator of the flavor SIXN-4). Then 

$• a tD.*to.»,H)) 15.331 

is respeetsd by both terms of <5.30>. Sisilarly, let PcHt a* *»»• »re*«n 
SIKH) generator 

Ql HI = 

B-4 
N-4 

H-4 
H-4 

-4 
* 

• 

-4. 

tooting on N) 

C5.34) 
and define the ecmbinatfan 

3 = 1/N C2Q + a ( N|) (5,35) 
Ue can compute the 4 charges of tha various ferajlons as xn did In eq. 
(5.27>. For c.d = 1. ... 4 and 1,J a 1, ... tM-4>t 

1 (t2tN-*> - tM-4)]+0, 0 fl-+Bli' 
1*„i - - = 

N I tJ<M-2) + 4]+j.| J L2-*j,i 

Q* »b = 
O-S-od | t_u. +el 1MJ 

| t-2,.^1 s*»ni»»lj (5.36) 

The mass terns of (5.30) have *er© total charge; thus, they are left 
1 •variant by the symmetry generated by 5. fe have not* identified a 
complete U(l> x SU(N-4> group of residual global symmetries. In a 
certain sense no otilral symmetry has been broken. 

Equation (5.36) «ak«s clear that the feraions Tt,i and *!<•*«<;*<> 
have the right quantum nuabers to pair up and acquire etas*. Such aosses 
are presumably induced by radiative oorrections to this landing-order 
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analysis, fotfever, *"b is antisymmetric, so the components of *j,j 
symmetric under intercharge of i and j have no natural partners. Theme 
fermions, ail singlets under the residual group, rcaain nassleas. 

Me may denote the complete pattern of symmetry-breaking by> 
tSu(N)] * Utl) x SUC4) -• [511(4)1 x 0t1> X SUCH-4) C5.37I 

The gauged symmetry is indicated in brackets. The fer»ions transfers* 
under the unbroken symmetries as 

tz] •+ t6, o, t) + t4, - 1 , »H4> + t i . -2 , rij> 

<H-4> x fi + (4, +1. H-4) 4 (1, +2, t?]) + *1» *2. {2\i 

(5.389 
The last uultiplet, in the {2} of SUM-*), is protected frost acquiring 
mass by its nootrivial quantum numbers under the unbroken chiral 
symmetry, 

It is remarkable that the gloons and Instentons give the saae pattern 
of symmetry breaking, especially since, for the gluons, one Mist look 
channel by channel, while, for the instantens, one must look at the 
g I aba I pattern of xsB and induce nassea for all fermions teen by a given 
tnstanton. I night shed a little light on the mystery by noting that 
both schemes require the pattern of symmetry breaking to respect the 
following properties: 
C D The spontaneous breaking of the original gauge group B a say step 

at a subgroup H B only if all fermions transforming nentrivielly 
under H s can acquire mass. 

<2) The condensation of a pair of feraiaoa In the representation R of 
of SQ(N) may occur only in the channel H K H -* C21> not tn 
K x H •* \i). 
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The glum schene implies (1) because, as ue saw in section 3.3. as 

long as there are strong gauge fore** coupling Mass I ess ferwions. there 
is alunys an attraotiv* channel to further xSB. The instanton ache** 
implies I D because the instants* amplitude vanishes if even one ter»ior> 
in the instanton field is massless. The gluon scheme iaplies (2) 
because {2} is not an attractive channel. The instant on tehem iBplies 
(2) because each K has only one zero mode. Nhereas a symmetric mass term 
destroys tuo feraions. These rules tun. out to be quite refitHetivet ft 
is straightforward to enumerate all of the patterns of ehtral sysaetry 
breaking uhich s^iist> then. In the nodal considered in this section, 
one can check that, amerg these patterns, the simple one I have selected 
leads to tha largest crefffeient of the 1-instanton amplitude. 

Pcrhap. this coincidence of conclusions is evidence that the pattern 
of symmetr—breaking I have suggested for this class of nodtli la the 
correct one. m any eventi let me emphasize that the question ye have 
, ..itsstd in this uoction (uaUtutive issue of which pattern of 
chiral symmetry breaking a given gauge model chooses - Is one for uMoh 
ue have no definitive solution. It Is certainly a problem uorthv Of 
further attention. 



Chapter 6. 

CAN STRONQIY-COUPICO GAUGE THEORIES LEAVE flASSLESS 
FERMI QMS? 

t.-i THE '1 WaWT AWntttLY CDWDITItlH 

A, surprising aspect of the pattern* of jtSB I have described in the 
previous section is th» appearance of m w D w t«mt«iw - fenelons 
protected from acquiring M S S by unbroken ehlral symutrtaa. (lossless 
bosons appear in a. aide variety of physioa! systnaftr as a consequence of 

Goldstone's theorem* but» fn Hature. aassless ftraions seen rarely, if 
ever, to arise as a consequence of strong interaction*, nevertheless. 
one might be tempted to suggest for these gauge models an analogue of 
Goldstone'a thioram union I night state as follousi If spontaneously 
broken chiral symmetries Imply the existence of maasless (Goldstone) 
bosons, then unbroken ehlral symmetries iaplv the existence of uassless 
fernions. Remarkably enough, a more precise version of this statement 
is actually true, it *•* first realized, and proved, by *t Hnnft [43].* 

't Hoof f s theorem has had a uide-rangtnu inportanca In the study of 
chiral synaetry, first of all. since it gives a vary strong constraint 
on the existence and pattern of xSB, and. secondly, since It Is one of 
the feu really solid results in this subjaot. I nil 11 therefore, devote 
this section to a discussion of this theorem and its consequences. 

•Suae aspects of 't Hooft's arguaent itert presented also in uork of 
Ansel'm LAAJ and Z0* [45]. 

- 55 -
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Let me :irst present 't Hooft's beautiful and very simple argument! 

Imagine that I have • theory aith chiral symmetry flroup 6 which has 
strong-coupling dynasties (and perhaps confinement1 at ft momentum scale 
A. Ai siaienta much greater than A, one can w a the elementary feraions. 
At the sca ,e A. these fermfetts form bound states > Most Of tihieh hay a 
mass of order A but some of which night be massleks. At momenta much 
leas than A, the massive states are irrelevant (in the technical sense) 
to the dynamics, only the massIess states contribute. 1 mill assume 
that G is not at all spontaneously brokeiw however, the conclusions of 
this ar.n'ysia will also apply to any unbroken subgroup of G if 6 is 
partially broken. 

KDW imagine addin? ta the theory gauge boson* coupled, very «e»*ly, 
to the currents of the chiral symmetry G- In general) the conservation 
of the gauge currents nil I be spoiled by anomalies, as t discussed in 
section 5.2. If this is so, invent some new fernions x which couple 
only to the new gauge bosons, and add then to the theory to canoe1 the 
anomalies. Hon look at the therory at momenta well below A. At much 
momentum scales, the theory effectively contains only the 0 gauge 
bosons, the fcrmions x. and the massIess bound states of the strongly 
interacting fermions. But nothing has happened to spoil the local gauga 
invarlance uith respect to C. Hence, the massless bound states of the 
strongly interacting fermions mist have just the right quantum numbers 
to cancel the G anomaly of the x fermions. This implies that the total 
S anomaly of these bound states must be equal to the total 6 anomaly of 
the original elementary fermicrs. if A(r) is the anomaly coefficient of 
the representation r, defined in (5.10) for any simple subgroup of Si 
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I A(r> lA(r«> 
original feraions = mass!ess fern ion bound 
representations r state representations re (6.1) 

Thii relation is knoun as the rt ttooft aflCMly condition. This 

condition is displayed schematically in ftfl. tl. tf the left-hand aide 

of (6.1> is nonzeror either 8 most be spontaneously broken, or ssssless 

fern ions must appear as a remit of the strong interaction dynaaiqs. 

To aid in understanding this result) let ae sketch • aore foraal 

proof given by Ffishman, Schutamer. Banks, and YanfcieloMiex M6J-

Another argunenfc, uhieh fills in even nore details (including a 

demonstration that bound states of higher spin cannot contribute to the 

right-hand side of 't Hooft's equation) has been given recently by 

Coleman and Orossman [47]. irishman tt. al.r analyze dispersivcl*1 the 

vertex (unction of three G symmetry ourrantsi shown in fig. H, In 

describing their analysis. I will work directly in the Unit k* = p 1 = 0 

(in terms of tho kinematics of fig. H ) and in the linit of zero feraion 

massest simply assuming that these limits are reached smoothly, t uill 

nlso suppress the group indices a.b.c. 

In analyzing fig. 14. ice nay take tuo of the three currents to be 

conserved] the third is spoiled by the anomaly. Let the currents Jy.Jj, 

be conserved; then this amplitude is symmetric undor tho interchange of 

IV,k) and <*,PK The nost general structure for an (odd parity) 

amplitude with this symetrv is< 

T|iv» = Ri<«1)'«BF*«(k-p)* 

• Aa(*l2)(qu«y»«nfc«p<,> 

+ Ajtq'j-Ckve^opkV - p>«u.yaok°Pft> 

+ A*(o*).Ck*«,tvapk«p» - Pv«uHoak0pB) (B.2J 
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The value of A^lq 1) at q* = 0 is determined by the anomaly. The Adier-
Bardeen theorem [2<] fixes this value to be; 

1 
A,(q J) = % A(r) 

4H 1 r (6.3) 
This term arises from short-distance dynamics and is therefor* purely 
real. Current conservation at the vertex v (kTnv* = n* iapliea 

-A,(q 2) +• — Antq 1) = Q 
2 C6.4) 

We may recast this equation, using a dispersion relation for A * ( q J ) , as 
disc h\(s) q* 

A , U 2 ) - — ds 
2-n J s - q 1 16.5) 

Houever, Ai(q !) is real, so 
q 1 

disc Ai(q') = — disc A»tq*) = 0 
2lt 16.6) 

Equations C6.3). (6.5), and (6.6) are incompatible unless 
1 

disc A,(q 2) = C 6(qM ; C = — £ A(r) 
Zn r (6.7) 

Such s discontinuity of a vertex function signals the presence of 
physical intermediate states of zero mass. However, tuo different types 
of states can give rise to the behavior (6.7). A single massless boson 
created by the J u produces a discontinuity of this form, but a current 
oan create a single massless boson only if its associated symmetry is 
spontaneously broken. Alternatively, a pair of fermions created by the 
current produces a discontinuity uhich tends, in the limit of zero 
•~rmion mass, to the form 6(q z). The coefficient of this delta function 
is given by computing the triangle diagrams uhich yield the anomaly for 
fermions uith the quantum numbers of the physical massless fermlons of 
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the theory. Since (6.3) arose from computing the same triangle diagrams 

uilh the elementary fermions, (6.7) implies eq. (6.1) (or fig. 13) 

directly in this case. Both of these alternatives may be avoided if the 

limit k 1 •* 0 or p1 •* 0 is singular) but only if the singularity 

corresponds to the pole of a nasal ess boson created by Jv or J*. In 

either ca.se 5 must be spontaneously broken, as ue have noted Above. Ue 

can conclude that either G is spontaneously broken! or the 't Hooft 

anomaly condition, eq. (6.1), holds. 

6.2 'T HnOTT'S ANOMALY C0HPIT10H 1H QCO 

Equation (6.1). the 't Hooft anomaly condition, is an extremely 

pouerful constraint on the pattern of xSB. It implies that chiral 

symmetries uhich protect fermions from acquiring mass must be 

spontaneously broken unless it is possible to form physical fermions 

uith the right quantum numbers to match the anomalies of the original 

fermions. Since the quantities to be matched are cubic in charges, this 

condition is not at all straightforward to satisfy, as the validity of 

Fermat's Last Theorem for n = 3 might remind us. ! Hill spend the 

remainder of section 6 describing several applications of the *t Hooft 

anomaly condition, first, co theories of Dirac fcrmions, and then to 

chiral theories. 

't Hooft. in his original paper [43], used his condition to argue 

that chiral symmetry must be broken in the usual strong interactions, as 

described by QCO. I would like to explain the logic of that argument by 

presenting somo specific examples. (for the details of the general 

analysis, the reader should consult the paper of r \ Hooft. Some 

http://ca.se
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raliAontfita of Una argument hava been given in [4(,4B,49J.I I m i l 
first consider the eaae of an SU(3I color gauge theory with tin mossless 
quarks belonging to the 3 of color. In this case 

9 a 0(1) x SU<2H * S U < 3 ) D (6.81 

Lot in assune that color la oonfineds then any physical f•rations 
contributing to <». 1) must be color-singlet spin one-half bound states 
of quarks. 

It 1s easy to farm color-singlet conbinatians of quark Heldat to 
projaet those ainglot atates into apin one-half is also straightforward 
if one uses seme elementary properties of the Lorentz group [50]t Left-
arid right-handed fermions transform according to distinct, complf* 
ooniug«ti> tug-dimensional representations of the Lorentz group, cue 
used this fact Impliedly In the development of section (2.1).) These 
representations nay be considered as the spin one-half representations 
of two different angular momenta! alt other finite-dimensional 
representations of the Lonnta group oan be built up from these by 
addition of nngular momenta, let us denote objects which tranafom as 
L- and R-fermions by spfrtor indices ft, B and n,\, respectively. Then an 
L-ferntion composite state is formed by contracting all v.A indices and 
all but one a index uith the invariant tensors e** P «**, In trying to 
enumerate all possible such composite stated, one should remember that 
the coeoteit conjugate ot any ft-f*rmi«ri oomposit* is an l-lemrien 
composite. 

Using the notation described in the previous paragraph. He can write 
the left- and right-handed quark fieldo a* 

•a*' . *n»t (6.9) 
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where a.q = i,2, a - 1,1.3 u the e«I or index, and i « 1,2 la the. flavor 

index. The ucl) factor in {6.a) is quark nuaborj it aooigna to both of 

these fields the charge t*tl. It mil bo UMfUl to rofor to ttiw quarks) 

in the notation of C6.*> for the purpeao Of OOflOtructlflo, coapoalto 

states. Houever. it Mill be easi«*t to oemputo anooaHos by 'Ofloroiflfl 

the quantum numbers of L-fernions, imagining that R-ioralons have boon 

charge-conjugated. With this convention, the (l-feralon) quantuo 

numbers under 6 of the fields in <fi.9) «f*i 

(( + 1J. I, I) aid ((-)). 1. i) . C6.10) 

By combining triplets of the quarks (6.9>, ut oan <ern oolor-olnsUt 

spin one-half states with the quantum numbers of 

and 

• .b^jfabivee*'.1*4 to. 11) 

Bath of these objects art antisymmetric Mith respect to interchange Of J 

and k, so that j and k Must pair to sn SU(23 singlet. These objects 

then transform under G as: 

f(+3>. Z, 1) and (<-S>, 1. 1) , 16.t?> 

respectively, in the notation of (6.10), If chtrtl syoAttry wrt broken 

spontaneously, to UCI) x tisospin $tl(Z>), the corresponding, tempos* to 

tensions Mould hove precisely conjugate quantum numbers and towls) pair 

to forra an isn«pin doublet of nooaivo Biros tension*. Tbeao ferarfoR* 

would, in fsct, be the familiar proton and neutron, but if S remain* 

unbroken, these states or* left nasslesst proteated b* chtral 

mvariance. Does this situation satisfy 't Hooft? 
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Because C is not a simple group, ye must cheok (6.1) for 41I 

combinations of components of G. Some asaniplcs of anomalies uhioh eiuat 
be aatched are shew in fig. 15. Many of these anomlles. though, 
vanish trivially. Slwse the ? of 5U<2) is H a ettn coapleit conjugate! 
the anomaly (a) of fig. 15 vanishes by C5.11) for both the elementary 
and the physical ferntions. Since tb) Involves only one S U C 2 ) L current• 
its group theory Height contains the factor 

Tret") = 0 (6.13) 
and therefore vanishes, other anomalies involving one SUt2>i or SU(3)s 
current vanish siailarly. Because the 0(1) charges of both elementary 
and physical tensions are paired, to) Bust else be zero. In fact, the 
only nontrivial constraint comes frcn the enemalies of type (d), (The 
corresponding anomaly with SU(2)s currents Is eqoel end opposite, by 
parity.) <d> is proportional to the factor 1 

Tr[Qt»tb] = I nrQ(r)C(r) 
r (6.14) 

Let us tabulate the contributions to (6.14) implied by (6.10) end (6.12) 
(remembering that the elementary ferniona have three color states)) 

elementary feratens n r • q(r) • Ctrl: 
( (1). 2. l>i J • 1 • <1S2) 
<<-l), 1, 2)t 3 . (-1) . 0 

composite ferniens n r • g,(r) • C<r)s 

sun s 3/2 

( (33, 2, 1); 1 . 3 . ( 1 / 2 , 1 
J sen s 3/2 

C(-3), 1, 2 ) : 1 - <-Jl . 0 J (ft.ttt 
So it is apparently fernally consistent to have a theory ttith two 
aassless flavors (a which 6 is unbroken and realized eith a massIess 
proton and neutron. 
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Uhat If there are three nasal eat quark flavors? One aright naivety 

imagine that simply changing i a 1,2 in i • 1*2,3 in the above analysis 
would gi*e a consistent solution. Lot ut cheek. The chlral stnasetry s 
ia nan W(J> x SU(2) L » SU<3?*f the eleMentery ferafona noy transform as 

((•1), 3, 1) and ((-II. 1. 3) (6.16) 
and the composite states C6.1t> as 

<(+3), 3, 3) and ((-3), 3. 3) (6.17) 
He have used the fact that, in SU(3), the 3 ant" 3 are inequlvalant and 
C23 = 3. Si not SU(3) representations irt not neoessarfly real, ye sunt 
check the watching of the anomalies UJ and nail am td) of fig. 1St 
(a) is proportional to 

I nrAtrl 
(6.18) 

Let us, then, tabulate' 

elementary fermions* nr • A r. n, • 0(r) > CtDi 

(4-1, 3. 1) 

(-1. 1. 3) 

3 

3 : : ) • 
3 - 1 

3 • (-1) 

• (1/2) 1 

composite fernions: 

3 3 • 3 (+3, 3. 3) 3 3 • 3 - (1/2) 1 

(-3, 3. 3) 3 3 • (-3> * (1/2) J 
C6.T9> 

(For the composite feroions, the SU(31a multiplicity contributes 
n r = 3.) The anomaly matching la a disaster. Trial and error Indicates 
that adding more complicated color-singlet hound states only makes 
Matters Horse. 

To obtain o "ore general result» *t Nooit introduces a lurther 
assumption: One should consider only volutions *.* the smosialy 
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conditions for n flavors with the property that, if the mass of any one 

flavor is taken to be noniero. every composite state containing this 

tension may acquire mass by pairing Kith another composite with the same 

quantum numbers under the subgroup of chirsl symmetries 

CUM) X U(1) * SU(n-1) L x suCn-Du) which preserves this mass term. 

This condition has been labelled the "fippelquist-carazone decoupling" or 

the "persistent mass" condition. It is straightforward to show that 

there are no solutions to (6.1) satisfying this condition for any color 

group SIKH) [43*46.48]. 

One might be tempted to conclude from this argument that chiral 

symmetry must be broken in any SUtNJ gauge theory utth n Oirao flavors, 

if n > 2. However, the question is really far from settled. If the 

mass of one flavor is taken to infinity, it is clear that alt composite 

States containing this fermion must become infinity heavy, but if one 

flavor has a nonzero but small mass, the strong interactions night well 

•rrangss that composites containing this fermion have zero floss [51]. 

Oimopoulos and Prcskil'i have given some examples in which it is 

particularly plausible that massless composite fermions should contain 

massive constituents [5?]. This method of escape from 't Hooft's 

analysis requires, however, a complicated phase structure: Tha mass 

spectrum of the theory must change discontinuously as a function of the 

fermion masses. t Should also note that relatively feu solutions to 

(6. IJ are known even for particular choices of the number of colors H 

and the numb&r of flavors n. Weinberg [S3] has found a solution for 

H = 5, n - 3; Albright [54] has constructed a rather lengthy catalogue. 

The most striking fuature of these particular solutions, though, is 
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their complexity and ugliness; one must, in general• occept a large 

multiplot of masslcss fermions in order to maintain chiral symaetry. 

Coleman and Kitten [55] have made -further Use Of the *t llQOft anomtly 

condition by combining it with the limit H •* <• to obtain interaction on 

the pattern of xSB. There are indications froa strong-interaction 

phenomenology that (ICO with H = J is already rather close to this limit 

[56]. Equation (6.1) has no solution smooth in N «s H •• «i thus, 

Coleman ard Mitten conclude, chiral symmetry must he broken in this 

limit. But one can then use another property of this limit, that graphs 

with internal fermion loops are suppressed by powers of N"', A general 

color singlet mass term may '->e diagonaltzed as follows: 

^Hilij'J'Lj = X (V'Riltli + 'LiJ 

i (6.20) 

by making independent unitary transformations on + H i and ti.j. The 

leading contribution of Z to TCI) in powers of H"* Hill involve graphs 

with precisclv one fermion loop (uith arbitrary gluen dressing)^ I'd) 

«ili therefore have the form; 

l> J <6.2t> 
Since chiral symmetry is broken. F must have its BlinimuB el some Bg B 0. 

Then ench flavor acquires this same mass mo- Thus, in the H •* •» Msttr 

the SU(n) flavor symmetry is not broken; the pattern of kSB *s 

«C1) x SU(n) * SU<nJ > U M ) x SU(n) , (6.22) 

as ue see in the familiar strong interactions. 
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6 . 3 'T WOPFT'S MMHM.V CftHMTlDH 1H f..HltAL_rflDELS 

(n ehiral gauge theories- 't Hooft's anomaly condition M y be 
realised in a more interesting yay. As an example of Hhat night happen> 
let us consider again the strung interactions ef the SV(5) Wiftdel of 
Gcergi and Giashou. tit section S.3, He analyzed thi* node! rather 
thoroughly in terns of possible Modes of chiral synmetry breaking. I 
uould now like to approach this aodel frosi the opposite viewpoint* 
t Mill essinw that both the gauge and ehiral syeuMtriea of the model 
retain unbroken and aftk whether one can find composite fentiom* bound 
by confining 5UC51 forces, which can satisfy 't nooft's anomaly 
condition. 

Let me recall that the 8UC5) model contains formions in the 10 and 5 
representations of SUCS) Ceq- CS.I4)) and only one U(1> global symmetry! 
uhaoc charge Q satisfies (5.231. The anomaly el the elementary foraions 
uith respect to three U U ) currents is proportional to 

Tr Q J = I nr(q(r>>* = 5'(3)» * IO-(-1) 3 = 1Z5 
r (6,23) 

But consider the following SU(5)-singlet compositr statei 

this state has charge 0. = S and thus contributes an anomaly 
Tr Q» = C5J9 = 12S (6.25) 

(Note that the charge ? defined in (5.25) has the value B > 2 In this 
state.) This example uas discovered by niaopoutos, ftaby> and 
Svsskind CS71. They also gave this example ft beautiful physical 
interpretation, union I will discuss in a moment. Let eie first present 
their demonstration that this construction works (or all the theories 
uith fermion content ([I] * (H-4>-H) which He conetderod last tine. 
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The feraions of this a) ass of theories are those ehteh sppesr In 

(5.32); the fltobel symmetries of these theories are the 8MCH-4) 
transformation* of the ft'm and the Uti) symmetry generated by Q in 
(5.32). 1 elai* that the following color singlet composite satisfies 
the t' Hooft anoaaly oondtttona sith respect to these syaoetriest 

«=«°*«*bt*e»,i+yb,j + tV>,fta»,j> C6.26) 
(6.26) generative* (o.24)» and preserves Its property of being symetrfe 
in the spins of the tH« fi*». This state has 0. - H and bat 0119s to the 
representation \2\ of ®l(tt-«). (Under q in (5.35). it has charge 
3 = 2 . ) The anomly of three SU(H-4J currents is proportional to 

J iti> A<r) = H<A(H-4) for the elenentary fern ions 
r 

« 1-A({2}3 for the composite (6.26) (6.27) 
rhese tuo expressions are equal by virtue of (5.12), The anomaly 
matching must also ba ohaaked for three U(l) currents and for one tl(1) 
and tHO SUCK-4) current*. This last anomaly is proportional to 

Tr dt*t h • 6»» 1 nr ft(r) CCr) 
r (6.2») 

To check this condition, one needs the values of C(r) for SUM) 
representations [*«.» - ̂ ] 1 H-2 

CCM) s - , C([2J) « 
2 2 I 2 J (6.29) 

Uith this infomation! It is a staple exercise (strongly reeooMiended to 
the reader) to see that (6.26) does indeed bat once the tutoenlies of the 
elementary feroions. 



It Is surprising that the anomaly conditions nay be toWed ao simply 
for tha models ue considered in the previous section. But this solution 
contain* a farther surprise uhich. perhaps, lias not esoaped the reader's 
noticei Tha massless composite farmian which we constructed has 
precisely the sa>« quantua numbers - 9 = 2 * \z\ of SlKM-4) - as the 
multiple* Of feasslesa feraior.s Mhtch emerged Iron our analysis of 
symmetry-breaking patterns far those models in section 5.4. Otaopouloe, 
ftoby, and susskind CS73 recognized that this is not an aooidentt they 
shoiied that these solutions folloii from an Intriguing physical picture 
Which I wish, in this section, to explain. 

I HI Ir uork toward the picture of oimopouTos. Raby. and SussMnd in 
tno stages. First, 1 uill shou that if, in a theory of massless 
fermiensi one breaks the gauge symrrctry in sueh a uay that a subset of 
the original fermtons reoain massless, those massless farraions aluaya 
obey the 't Hooft anomaly conditions uith respect to the unbroken ohiral 
symmetries [54]. This remark implies that the multtplets Of massless 
termiana ue found in section 5.4 indeed satisfy 't Kooft's conditions. 
Second, I uilt argue that He can convert the mass less elementary 
fernuons ue found in section 5.4 into massless composite fermions. 

The proof of the first claim is very easy. Recall that In our 
examples of section 5. the final global symmetry generators B> nor* 
obtained by forming linear combinations of gauge-invariant global 
Symmetry charges Q* and global gauge charges «(H>*' •* tn eqs. (S.33), 
t5.35). The charges 3* uere constructed to leave the dynamically 
generated macs terms invariant. In this general context, let us compute 
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the anomaly of the mass!ess fermions Kith respect to three $• currents. 

The calculation is indicated schometioally in fig. 16. Since the 

dynamical mass terms respect the charges 9", the fermions Union acquire 

mass must appear in pairs of complex-conjugate representations of the 

symmetry group generated by the 5*. equation CS.IT) implies that each 

pair of representations gives tao equal and opposite contributions in 

the anomaly of three Q a currents. Renee the sua over •assies* feratsm 

nay be replaced by a sum over all of the original fermions. Hon ue can 

expand 

the result of this expansion i" indicated in the second line of fig. 16. 

The second term on this line is propo<tional to the trace of a gauge 

group generator Q*| HI and therefore vanishes. The third tern vanishes 

if all of the global symmetries Q a are anomaly-free uith reopaot to the 

strong gauge Interactions. The fourth term is the anomaly of three 

gauge currents^ which must vanish by the considerations of section S.2. 

What remains is th© first t#rtti*- uhHch is precjsftly th& I*?f*t̂ hsiwl sidsi 9f 

(G.I). Thus, 't Hooft's condition is automatically satisfied. 

I Mill now argue that the aoltiplets of mpssless composite fenatens 

described in section 6.3 and the nuttiplets of aassless fermionu froSi 

sactton 5.<l. Hhich satisfy (6-1) by virtue of this argument* are closely 

related. To see that relation, we should think about the competition 

hetueen ehir&l symmetry breaking and confinement in this etas* of gauge 

models. In the analysis of section 5.4. ue ignored the effects of 

confinement completely. He found that our simple picture Of the 

dynamics gave a vacuum expectation value to a fermion bilinear 
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Such B vacuum expectation value Mould spontaneously break the gauge 
s y m t r y . Let us new consider th* opposite situation, by assuming that 
confinement is the dominant effect. Then the vacuum Host be locally a 
color singlet. * bf cannot acquire a vacuum expectation value* ft merely 
creates a light fermfon pair. In any local region of space-time, the 
vacuum contains pairs of pairs with cancelling color quantum numbers. 
Pairs of the structure (•bi*>1,b) would break no global or local 
sypmetnes-

In such a confining theory, a single elementary fermion •«,«,i could 
not be an asymptotic state. Houever. one could convert It to an 
asymptotic state by contracting it on its color index with a light pair 
* b j . Since 4 bj is a singlet under §, this contraction does net change 
the 3 quantum numbers of the original fermion. The contracted state. 
however, is a color &ingleti u» may evaluate *'e quantum numbers of this 
state by replacing 9* by Q*. In general, ue n' convert all of the 
elementary fermions to color oinglets by contracting them with light 
pairs; the resulting composite firmions uill have the same quantum 
numbers with respect to the Q* as the elementary fermions would have 
uith respect to the 5* in an analysis based on xSB through condensation 
of the pairs *. Pairs of these composite fermions uith conjugate Q* 
quantum numbers may acquire massi the remaining composite tensions uill, 
by the argument of fig. 16, satisfy the 't Hooft anomaly conditions. 

He have nou seen that the same conclusions about the unbroken global 
symmetries and the content of masstoss fermions in a chiral gauge theory 
may arise from two different picturts of the Dynamics - one in uhieh the 
gauge symmetry is broken by pair condensation and the massless fermiono 
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are elementary, another in which the gauge symmetry remains exact and 
confining and the massless feraions are color-singlet oomposites. 
Fradkin and ShenKer [593 have given examples of lattice gauge theories 
uith elementary Mggs fields in which one oen move continuously from a 
region of the parameters of the theory in Nhteh the gauge symmetry is 
confining to one in ah ten the gauge symmetry ta spontaneously broken, 
uithout crossing through s phase transition point or changing the 
qualitative behavior of gauge-invariant ebservabtes. The analysis me 
have just given implies that this is possible also Ifl eases where the 
Higgs field is a tension bilinear. aimopowlOVr ftaby. end Sussktnd refer 
to this property as "complementarity." 

One should remembe-, thought that a cftfrsl gauge theory of massless 
fermions is • unique theory, uith no adjustable parameter except for a 
mass scale. ThuSi even if we do not know Whether the theory prefers one 

or tho other of the pleturos just described, the theory presumably 
knows, and felleus Its preference. This preiaranoe should reflect the 
answer to the general question of whether confinement or chiral syne try 

breaking is a stronger effect in gauge theories Kith fermions. Perhaps 
the considerations of this section uill suggest a way to snsuer this 
question. 

Before moving on to my nest topic, I should note parenthetically that 
the solutions to the *t Hooft conditions found by Pfmopoulos. llaby. and 
Sussltind have been generalized by Banks. YankieloMiea, Sehwimaer, and 
Bars [60,61] through a beautiful construction involving graded Lie 
algebras. Those readers Mho have not yet been exhausted by group theory 
should certainly consult these papers. 



Chapter 7. 

XSB IN SUPERSiTWEIRIC INCUR Its 

7.1 lHinnrmmmH AMP omcNTATiott 

In this section. 1 uould like to indicate hou the physics ue have 

discussed so foi general lies to gauge theories Mith superRymmetry — a 

symmetry which interchanges bosonir; and fermionic states. 

Supersymmetric fiild theories have i-tcome a topic of intense interest in 

the past fen years; reviews of tneir general structure have been given 

in L62.63J. However, most of what ue knou about these theories applies 

only to the region of ueak coupling. The behavior of supersymnetric 

gauge theories in the strong-coup1ing regime is not yet understood even 

qualitatively. The problem of how the^j theories behave is an important 

one - important. I feel, not only to those primarily interested in the 

study of superr '""•xetry t'.ut also to +;iosu tuorf* generally nterested in 

the problem of the realization -jf chiral symmetries. 

Ai first sight, supersymmetric &auge t'eorics do not look, at all 

unusual; they are, to til appearances, ordinary gauge theories of 

fermion;; supplemented by the addition of a feu innocuous elementary 

bosons. Dn the other hand, the SUpersymmotry of these theories provides 

extremely poueriul constraints on their dynamics. 1 uculd like, then, 

to summarize what is knoun about the strong-coupling behavior of these 

theories and to attempt to reconcile .hat uith the intuitive picture of 

XSB we have been developing. 

- 72 -
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The central I'li-menl in lln<i discussion uill be a remarkable result 

provt-il rff.ctitly by Willi'" 144]: In supersymmetrie gajye theories 

can tn in i nu fermions in a real representation of the gauge group. 

suprrsymnif try cannot be spontaneously broken. This result t9 not at e,\\ 

slro ighl i oruurd, and. ulien comb inert uith tre Ward identitiun of 

supersymmetry, it yields some unusual consequences. Uitten proved this 

result by developing a novel intuitive description of supersymnielry. In 

tho remainder of section V.l, I nil! introduce supersyrtn.etry through 

Pit ten's description and explain the general logic of his ^roof. In 

section 7.2, I uili briefly review the structu.e of supersymmetric gauge 

theories and explain uhy Uitten's result is counter-intuitive. In 

section 7.3, 1 Hill shoiJ that, nevertheless, it is true. Section 7.4 

uitl then present a set of possibilities for the behavior of 

supersymmetric gauge- theories; I invite the reader to puzzle out which 

choice is correct. 

We should first ask what, more precisely, is supersymmetry. A theory 

is supersymmetric if it has a conserved charge Qa which converts bosons 

to fermions and vice versa. If Q is taken to transform as an L-feroion» 

q T transforms as an R-ferraion, and the quantity 

tQaQ* • (l^Qa) 17. 1) 

then tr.ns or s as a spin-1 object, uith no scalar piece, nevertheless 

(7.1) is conserved charge, uhich, further, can vanish only if Q itself 

vanishes. This uould be highly unusual unless (7.1) is proportional to 

pv- - (H.Pjj the pnergy-itomentum 4-vector. In fact, any other choice may 

be seen to forbid nontriviol scattering [65]. Thus, ue con form a 

Hermitian linear combination of Oi ind 5*7,, uhich I will also call Q. 

uhich satisfies 
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QI = H C7.2) 

on the subspaee ? « 0. Remarkably, many intaresttmg ftsmf Itonfons may be 
represented in this form. Equation (7.2) Implies that It Is non-
negative, further, the fact that H oan be represented aa the square of 
ft implies that the aisenstatat of I appear in boson-1 e m ion moirsi 

Q|b> : i|f> q|f> = Mb> "ith X « tf*E 17.3) 
This pairing of eigenstates holds even In • finite volume where the 
spectrum of « fa discrete, as long as the boundary condition* respect 
the conservation of ft. (Periodic boundary conditions have this 
property.) The only exceptions to this pairing are the states 
annihilated by 4; these <n»v be trbitrary in number, [n general* theft* 
the spectrum of H, in finite vol unit, has the form shown In fig. 17. 

Ue say that sipersymi. < it unbroken if the ground state |ft> of H is 
annihilated by 0,< 

q|H> = D (7.4) 
Since H is non-negative, ony state which satisfies (7.4) Hill be the 
ground state: thus 6upersymmetry Is unbroken if there exists any state 
which satiefias (7.41. Further, if, in »ny finite volume, there exists 
a state \it> annihilated by o.t t »ere will also be stieh s state In the 
infinite volume limit, rhus, it suffices to examine the spectrum of H 
in a finite volume to shou that supersymmetry is not spontaneous!? 
broken; this is D M respect In llhfeb supersymmetry differs from an 
ordinary global symmetry. 

if H depends on a parameter g, ue might think about the spectrum of H 
as a function of 0. As g is changed continuously, the entrgy levels 
nave continuously. But if KCgJ is superswnmetric for eny g, the energy 



levels with energy E > ft awst be paired. Thus* M r s eigenetetet e m 
m&m away (*•«• *«ro enty 4 A e«tr». this stesjas that «tl taafHoittam 
HCgl which can be reached frea t-a another by aantlnuww deforoatton 
have the same value of the fol lotting mrimt4ty, sailed Mitten's fndest 

Tr(-1) f s (number of bosonie 2cro-onargy states) 
- (nuaber of ferfcionlc ^era-energy statem) 17,5) 

But tf Tr(-1>* e 0, a zero-energy state exists and superayaawtrv Is 
unbroken. The strategy of Mitten's print* is to a tart fro* an 
interesting Hamiltonian Htg) and adjust 9 (uhleh nay bet for example* 
the coupling constant or a particle mass) to • value uhich «sake# It easy 
to prove that fr(-t) F a t>. 

I should illustrate this strategy as it applies to a particularly 
simple example of a supersymmetric theory - supers'mmetrlo quantum 
mechanics [66] < Let ua define 

1 
t\ - — (pU'+mqjel) 

V*2 t7.6> 
uhere q,p are coordinate and mooentum variables and e T»v*are ttlt Paull 

matrices. Thefl 

M 1 IftiM) 1 

Q* = H = - P 1 + - <UCq)>* • - I — crJ 

l 2 1 * U d i t7,7> 

th is ftaoiitomsm describes a auantuB-»»etan1ssl par t ic le t i i tb spin 

interaction with an externa) potential V(q*. » t /2 H*(q) ami an external 

•agnet j - f i e l d . A typical tor * for UC<j), and the eerrespomHne 

potential vCq). is sheiln in f i e , 18. By analogy to the higher-

jStmensional <s»se. I t i i t l e * H «Mn-up states fermcnie m4 t wde i in 

states bosonic-

Ka«r a zer» of «Xo.» 
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lUq) a-. (j(q-q0 ) C J. a) 

awl thp potential takes thu U>rm of a harmonic oar.iUator, H tt\e 

nonHnear tsrsss in H<q) arc '.mail, ue can find the spectrum of states 

near q 0 bV diagonal i sing tin; harmonic oscillator Hami 1 toman ; 

H = 1/2 p 2 + 1/2 w* (q-q<i>* » 1/2 m 3 (7.9) 

The eigenvalues of H in (7.9) have the form 

E„ = n|«! (7.10) 

where n begins uith 0 or 1, depending on the spin. The spectra for 

u > 0 and <j (0 are shown in fig. 19. If ue treat tacts zero of W srt the 

harroonse approximation, there is one zero-energy state associated with 

»ach GUfth ;ero; it is boconic or iermionie according to the sign of «• 

Thus the difference in the number of bosonic and fertnionic zero-energy 

states is predicted to be: 

Tr(-1) F = (number of zeros of H Nith w > D) 

- (number of jerus ni H with w < 0) 

' 1 if K ) 0 as <| •< «, H ( M s n " -* 

0 if U > P or U < » for both q •+ ±» 

. -' if 1) < 0 as 1 + B , u ) o ss q-> -» . (7.11) 

Fn this simple example, we can also solve the ecvaiiors <if = 0 

directly. Ssnce 

d 

Q - — 
^2 

U(q> 
dq 

+ W(q) 
clq 

(7.12) 

US' = 0 if and only if 
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4>iqf - onp\ - dx Utx) j •\y H Jbos io j c s t a t e ) 

•vi q) - c x P I + 
'q ] 1] 

rix U<x) 
o J UJ 

( I c r m i a n c s t a t e : 
(7.1J> 

Ici general • ofit v one of these states will be a normaliznble wave 

function; tliir condition that the bosonic or fermion state of 17.13) is 

normalizable in precisely the condition given in <7.M) for Tr(-1) F = 1 

or -I. The conclusion of (7.11) ia therefore exact, providing a first 

check on Kitten's formalism. Th«s example also provides at Ipast an 

idea of what perturbations of H constitute continuous defomatinns to 

which Kitten's analysis apply. !f WCq) = Aq J, He can change A or Add a 

q"1 term without changing Trt-1> F. However, if we change the asymptotic 

behavior of W by adding a term Bq*1. tie bring in a new zero from °»; thia 

must be a Singular perturbation. 

~> - 2 SUPEHSYHflETRIC THEORIES ?H FOiiR DIMENSIONS 

Mow that we have some ijfea of the genera! structure of super symmetric 

theories, it is time that i«t surveyed in more detail the structure of 

supfrsymitietr i e theories in four dimensions 162,63). To establish 

notation, let me Mritra the Dirac matrices in the form: 

C7.14) 

as UB did in (?.4). Then «e can write the algebra of Qa and (fla>* = &j 

as folltms: 

^Oa.tlo} = Ja„,Q» f - 0 (7.1S) 

7 u = 
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Then 

1 

i/2 
for i) = 1 or 2 

(7.16) 

satiaftes 

0/ = II (7.17) 

on the subspace P* = 0. 

It is possible to represent the algebra (7.15) by the following 

action on a multiplet of fields (A, +«- F>, uhere A and F are complex 

scalar fields, and ^a is an L-fertnion: 

[fl«,A] = + a tQn.Al = 0 

\<ie>+n\ = «ooF {p,,.^ = +2U5' 1)„ no wA 

Cfla.FJ = 0 Cq„.Fl = -ZitotMpTi&u+p (7. IB) 

Equation (7.16) involves nnticommutators between pairs of fermfonlo 

operators. You may check that :7.18) implies that 

<[ Q<L . q^} = 2i(aH)„«ou (7.19) 

acting on A, y, F. I will refer to a set of fields such as (ArfrD 

mixed by the supersymmetry algebra as a supe-rmul t ipl et. 

For a theory uith several supermultiplets. the following Lagrangian 

is invariant under the transformations (7.18): 

L - J i i ^ + i + J^A* J V A , + F'jFi 

1 o JV(A) oV(A) 
- *™-*a,'>ai + F; 
U oAiSAj oA; , 

+ h.c. 

(7.20) 

(The indices i.j are to be summed over all the supermultiplets of the 

theory.) V(A) is an arbitrary function of the AJ; it must be cubic or 

louer if the theory is to be renormalizable. Fj is just a Lagrange 

multiplier; it may be integrated away. This theory has one complex 
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boson for e«ch chiral fermion and constraint? between boson and Fermi on 

verticoa, but it is otherwise fairly arbitrary in form. 

If the system (7.;o) possesses a global symmetry, it say be coupled 

supersymmetrical 1 v to ttie gauge bosons A* H of this symmetry group. The 

gauge field belongs to a supermultiplet (AV.A'a.D*), uhere X io ar, L-

fermion and 0 is a real scalar field; all three fields belong to the 

adjoint representation of the gauge group. To couple this multiplet to 

C7.20), change &u. to 0^ = (Sjj-igA^-t) in that Lagrangian and atld the B»t 

of couplings 

Li = gU o t t A* i>a - t+o i + h .c . ) + gCA^tViiJD* (7.21) 

and the kinetic terms for the gauge f ie lds 

1 1 
L G = - - ( F ^ v ) * + Xi|l LX + - ( D * ) 1 

4 2 ( 7 . 2 2 ) 

(A,A,D) have rather complicated transformation laus> but the 

supersymmetry transformations Of gauge-invariant combinations of (A. + .fl 

are not changed by the gauging. 

If V(A) = 0. the Lagrangian composed Df the SUM of (7.20), (7.21), 

and C7.22) has a set of global symmetries which straightforuardlv 

generalize the symmetries (2.15). If this Lagrongian contains n r matter 

supormul tiplets (A,^,D transforming under the gauge group according to 

o representation r, the Lagrangian formally has the full U(n r) global 

flavor symmetry. It also has, formally, a C M ) symmetry of phase 

transformations on the fermions: 

J." -• exptifc]).' •** •» exptiBJ+i (7.23) 

often called R-^nvarionce. The anomaly removes one U(l) symmetry from 

this set of symmetrica; the global symmetry of the model is therefore 
G = fF U ( n P ) 

r (7.34) 



so 
if the mutter multiplets iorm complex-con?uyate pairs, it is possible tj 

break some of these chiral symmetries softlv by adding a mass term 

1 n r 

V(A) - - I £ m r A r jA r-j 
2 pairs j=1 

r,F (7.25) 

The p o t e n t i a l i n ( 7 . 2 5 ) g i v e s equal masses m r t o the bosons and f e r m i o n s 

b e l o n g i n g to r. 

I n t h i s l a t t e r c l a s s of t h e o r i e s , an a p p l i c a t i o n of supersymine t r y 

l e a d s :o a r a t h e r unusual i d e n t i t y [ 6 7 , 6 8 ] . Cons ider the a n t i c o m m u t a t o r 

• l l a - A r ' + r o } = Y>« -^ fn + eanAr-F? ( 7 , 2 6 ) 

I f si j e rsymmetry i s no t spon taneous l y b r o k e n , Ha|[)> = 0 and the vacuum 

e x p e c t a t i o n v a l u e >' ( 7 . 2 6 ) t akes the f o r m : 

0 = < n | + r a + F o | ! l ) * f a o « 1 J A r - F f | f t > ( 7 . 2 7 ) 

The f i r s t term on the l e f t - h a n r i s i de - j q u a l to t / 2 ^ a o ^ + L + s * ; t h u s 

t 

- <n|$ L*R[n> = - <(iUr-Frln> 
2 (7.28) 

Mo ever, if V(AI = 0. F j. = 0 by its equation of motion, and therefore 

<sv> = 0. If we try to perform this analysis more carefully by adding a 

srall mass ter.n (7.25) and then sending m r •* 0, ue find Fp = mA r
r, so 

t ha t 

1 
- < V L ^ H > = - m < | A r | I > 

2 (7 .29 ) 

One can check that, if the dynamical parts of boson and fermion masses 

X£p) have the behavior (3,30), the left- and right-hand sides of (7.29) 

contain equal ultraviolet-divergent contributions proportional to m and 

ara otherwise not ultraviolet-sensitive. He seem to find, then, that 

<v+> •* 0 as m is taken to zero, as a consequence of manifest 

supersymmp try. 
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Thi? authors aho rli server t'i this Ward identity - \) imopou I os and 

Rabv [b7] and Oine. fir.chlsr. and Sreinicki [68] - used it to nrgue, net 

implausibly, that supersymrnetry must be broken in this class of 

theories. ;iirrje a nonzero vacuum expectation value for ^ would follow 

from the (presumably) well-understood dynamics we have studied in the 

past feu sections. Thus, it uas quite surprising that Mitten could 

prove that super symmetry is not broken. 

I should note, however, that it is not unreasonable that <JA r|*> 

might be sinqular as m"' as m is taken to zero. We have already seen 

that the propagator ot a related equation has this property^ 

This singular behavior is just what we found in eq, (2.3S) for the 

modified Klein-Gordon propagation (2.36). One can plausibly argue that 

the extra (ff'F) tern in (2.36) and the extra coupling terms for A r in 

(7.21) are similar, at least .in that both have the effect of cancelling 

the additive mass rcnormal;zation normally present for scalar bosons. 
r 

I should, finally> remark that there is no corresponding conceptual 

barrier which forbids the pair condensation of the fermions X: 

<c a»X» wX*o> x tl (7.30) 

Hi lies [69] and Yeneziano and Yankielowicz [70] have argued in detail 

that (7.30) can' bn embedded in a supersymmetric effective description of 

supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory. 

*I am grateful to Giorgio Pa-isi for calling eq. (2.38) to my attention 
in this context. 
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7.* iiiTmi-s n m n row suPtreefwimnc thus* TBtnatts 

Mou that u* have surveyed a bit of the structure of 3tiperftyaa\ttric 
gauge theories, ue should return to Mitten's, analysis and eompute the 
index TrC-i>F for these theories, rv dtseutston Mill present th* baslo 
lines of this eemputatic>np but I will not enter into its aany 
subtleties. I strongly recosovend to anyone tempted by this; discussion 
to study the original paper [64]. 

Let us begin by considering the pure gauge theories t7.22)» without 
matter fields (A,<p,r>. The easiest oese is supertynmrtrte QED, the U(1) 
gauge theory; thfs is actually a free theory containing a photon and a 
neutral fi-rmicm ?i. Let us quantise this theory in A* = 0 gauge. >n a 
finite volume ulth periodic boundary conditions, and study the spectrum 
of gauge-invariant states. 

What are the aero-tnergy maenstot*s of H? Any state containing 
photons or ln-miom of linite momentum has energy Jnn/U uh««" « ' •• -

positive integer and L is the size ef the box. Ue m»y therefore 
concentrate on states oonlaining only particles of xers momentum. Hote 
that the 2iTo-momeriturn component of A cannot be gauged aiiay* since the 
quantity 

e*Pji?j d«*ftj , 
1 Jf J t7.lt) 

defined on a closed path P Mhleh (traps around the periodically connected 
voluwc is gauge invariant, «<iu«ver. each component of 2 svay ha changed 
fay (Zs/gLl Hithout affecting (7.31). The action for the zero-noAentin 
modes is given by 

W~H*.'HufcH ,* i ,-;H 
(7.32) 

http://t7.lt
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The corresponding Haeiil tonian Is 

1 
B = • cB,>* 

2L» C7.M) 
where 3« is the conjugate nmernttaa to X«. If we insist that th* «•»* 
function +(A 0) is periodic uith periodfoity (Zw/gL), there fa a unique 
zero-energy state |?»> of th* gauge fields; the nest states h»y» energy 

2 UnJ L (7.341 
TO enumerate all the zero energy states of N, ue PUBI consider adding 
zero momentum feruions to this gauge-field state. There are. in all, 
four 2ero-en«rgy states> 

|* a > . a M t e ) - flMte> , B ttO**|t 0> 

(7.351 

where the operators a f errata zero-momentum fermions X. Apparently. 
Tr(-1) F - o. But all ii not lost. The theory has a symmetry of eharge 
conjugation 

ftu - -A u , \ * -\ . (7.S6) 
The supersymtnetry charge Q is even under t. fie (inU« energy states tnust 
be paired separately in the C * +1 and C • -1 sectors. Thua, a nonzero 
index in either sector indicates that suporsymaetry is not broken. The 
catalogue (7.351 imp!teai 

Tr,c=,t,t-l>f i +3 Tr<c-«i<-O r • -2 <7.37) 
so supersynmetry cannot be spontaneously broken. 

NOII add natter fields to this theory, lot us add L-fer*ton» * in 
pairs (*.,+.) of opposite electric charge, so that they pair to Oiraa 
fersions and can be given large naasaa. If the masses are added 
snpersymnetricatlyi using a potential af the Fern (7.SS), the 
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corresponding basons A t )A. receive the same large masses. These missive 

particles contribute no non sere-energy states. The dynamics ere still 

invariant to charge conjugation if (7.36) is supplemented byt 

+ • •• *. A. •• A. 

*. -» ?, A. •* A* (7.3*) 

so the counting of zero-energy states is unchanged from (7.37) and 

supersynmrtry cannot be broken. One night now tune the nutter field 

masses continuously to zero. The indices should still be unchanged from 

(7.37), so that this chirally-symmetric theory has no supersymmetry 

breaking. 

This argument may be generalized to non-Abetian gau^e theories. Let 

us consider first the puro tunersymmetrie gauge theory. He tro 

permitted to tunc the coupling constant g so that g is small at all 

length scales up to the aiae L of the boa. The fermions % are then 

tieakly coupled to the gauge fields. In this situation, we nay analyze 

the zero-energy states of the pure gauge system first, then consider 

adding the fermions. As in the Abe Han cesei Me need only consider 

zero-momentum components of t. Each component of Jt« may be gauge-

transformerf to the form 

A»'»t» = A„ i Ete C7.3W 

uhere {tcJ is a set of mutually commuting generators of the gauge group, 

(The index c takes the values e = 1.....r» where r is the rank of the 

gauge group; r = (H-l) for SUOO.) The various vector components of Jt-t 

must all be mutually commuting; otherwise lie mould find 

r*J-t = -ig[A*t,Ai>t] « D (7.40) 
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so that this A fteld would produce a nonzero magnetic field and thus a 

nonzero energy. The components « 0'° are defined only tnodoto (2n'gL)i 

further> the transformations A«' v •* -A« t e and permutation* of the 

indicts o arc elements of the gauge group, He must construct a state 

invariant to all of these transformations. The HamHtoninn on the space 

of variables A«' c is: 

1 

,t' (7.411 

where the n«' c are the conjugate momenta. This has a unique ground 

state |t«> with the required syometrv and an energy gap of magnitude 

(7.34) to the first excited atnte. 

Me can create • zero-energy state uith fermiont from |t«> only by 

placing fermions X into the zero-energy fermion modes In the background 

field X t . For fields of the form (7.J9), these nodes have the fore. 

«-t * Aoct« (7.421 

There ere 8r such nodes. To font gauge-Invariant statta* however, we 

must populate these modes in such a nay as to respect the subgroup of 

gauge transformation* which act on the components X°. Certainly He must 

insist that a gauge-Invariant state is Invariant to 

A*t«--An t B X» c -» -*»« (7.45> 

and to permutations of the indices c. one uay to construct such states 

is to define the gauge-invariant operator 

r U « S a'W* 
c=l (7.44) 

where the a t are fermion creation operators, as tn (7.3S), Then ue ean 

form the zero-energy states 

|fa> . u|t»> . U'|T.> Vr|ta> 17.451 
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This scries of states terminates because U P M = 0. It iB plausible that 

U is the only gauge-invariant operator uhich creates zero-energy 

term ions; Uitten argues out thtD point in more detail. A H of the 

slates indicated in (7,45) are bosonicj hence 

T r t - U r = r + 1 

= hi for SUIN) gauge theories (7,16) 

An in the Abel ian case, ue can add massive lemions and bosons in 

conjugate representations (r+f) uithout disturbing this counting. Then 

ue can smoothly increase g and decrease m until m <( L'' << A. uhere K 

is the momentum scale at which g becomes strong. This process also 

preservec (7.46) and leaves us with the conclusion that supersymmetry is 

not spontaneously broken in (.his class of theories. 

It is not known whether this argument generalizes to supersymmetric 

chiral gauge theories. Hilles [69] has presented examples of such 

theories in uhich condensates such as ue discussed in section 5 can 

appear uithout endangering supersymmetry. But perhaps other theories of 

this type may allow dynamical supersymmetry breaking. t Mill Say a bit 

more on this point at the end of tne next section, 

7. •) 1HC quALlTATIVE BEHAVIOR OF SUPtHSYtinETRIC CADGE THEORIES 

How that ue have established one definite property of the zero moss 

limit of supersymmetric gauge theories, it is appropriate to combine 

this property with intuition and speculation to map out a coherent 

picture of the behavior of those theories. Unfortunately. 1 do not know 

enough nbout the behavior of the theories to be able to present you yith 

a uniquely compelling picture. I therefore choose to indicate the range 
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of possibilities still available by presenting two very different 

scenarios. The first is rather perverse, but has a taste of 

plausibility. The second is more conservative, but stiM has a number 

of unusual feature*. 

The tuo scenarios are distinguished, first of all, by their 

assumptions about uhether the state in which chiral symmetry Is broken 

by condensates unite the gauge symmetry remains unbroken is a 

supersymmetric state. Let us assume first that it is not, perhaps 

because <|A r| z) in (7.29) is nonsingular ir. the limit n -» 0. This 

possibility is not excluded by Uitten's theorem, as Kitten himself ia 

careful to point out [64]. The theorem does imply, houever> that there 

must be a supersymmetric state someuhere in the space of states, perhaps 

at a point uhere some scalar field has a targe vacuum expectation value. 

That vacuum expectation value might, in fact, move to infinity as n -* 0. 

But, wherever this state ma/ be located, if it is annihilated by the Qa 

it 1s necessarily the ground state. It is possible, then, that the 

borons Me added to make the theory supersymmetric acquire large vacuus 

expectation values and completely change the qualitative physics of the 

systems. 

The plausibility of bosons acquiring large vacuum expectation values 

i s emphasized by e x a m i n a t i o n of the sca lar f i e l d p o t e n t i a l u M e h f a l l o i t s 

from the Lagrangian (7.21), (7.22). if HE eliminate the Lngronge 

multipliers 0 a. ut find 

" 2 
Z A r t a

r A r 

r J (7.47) 
V(A) 
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This potential is obviously non-negative, but one can find a sizable 

space on which it is zero. (I uill demonstrate this explicitly in a 

moment.) The form of the vacuum energy on this space is determined 

entirely by nonperturbati«e effects, and everything depends on Hhat 

specifically one assumes about these effects. Rs an extreme example. 

Srednicki [71] has suggested that the picture of [67.68], in Mhich 

cliiral symmetry breaking causes spontaneous supersymmetry breaking, can 

be saved from Mitten's theorem by assuming a potential of the form of 

fig. 20a. For any finite m. there is a zera af the vacuum energy at a 

finite value of the expectation value of some field ^» separated from 

the state uhere <f> - 0 by a potential barrier. As m •+ D, the barrier 

becomes arbitrarily higher and the superSymmetric state, though it 

exists in principle, becomes Inaccessible. 

1 prefer, for my first alternative, a scenario suggested more 

directly by the form of C7.471. Let me illustrate this scenario by 

considering an SUCH) gauge theory uith one N and one N matter 

cupermultiplet. The matter fields are paired, as Mitten's argument 

-equired. Consider a state in uhich the two boson fields take the 

vacuum expectation values: 

<Au> - C 

I 1 
0 
o 

r 11 
0 
0 

<AB> 

,U to. 
uhere C ia some constant with the dimensions of mass. Since 

t»M = - t t * H ) T 

(7.48) 

(7.19) 
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the potential (7.47), evaluated m t h the field values 17.48>, vanishes 

(or any C. It is known that this property of the vanishing of the 

potential persists to all orders in perturbation theory in a 

supersymmetric theory if it is present at the classical level [72J. 

Thus, the vacuum energy as a function of C is given entirely by 

nonperturbative contributions, tf C is large, 1 uould expect these 

contributions to be small, of the form 

VIC) a c* ejcptXa/gMC))] (7.SO) 

uhere A,B are numerical constants and g 1(C) is the scale dependent gauge 

coupling. This suggests a potential of the form of fig. Z0b p a slouly 

decreasing potential uith its minimum at C = a (for m = 0). 

The vacuum expectation values (7.48) break the gauge symmetry SU(N) 

to SUCN-1). The gauge bosons corresponding to broken symmetry 

directions acquire mass and so do their fermionic partners! nost of the 

light degrees of freedom in the matter multiplets are suatloued up In 

the process. Indeed, the only particles which do not ac(,uiie masses of 

order C are the SINN-1) gauge bosons anJ fermions and a boson-fern ion 

pair uhich is neutral under SUCN-1). The massive particles, and the 

neutral ones, decouple from lay-energy physics, so the theory appears at 

energies much less than C to be a supersymmetric gauge theory without 

matter fields. This scenario generalizes to accommodate arbitrary 

numbers of (N+B), or Ir+r), supermultiplets; Either by eliminating all 

light charged matter fields or by reducing the gauge group to a product 

of D U ) factors, one can remove the possibility of strongly-coupled 

matter supermultiplets by allowing some of their boson fields to acquire 

large vacuum expectation vi\ues. 
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The second scenario I Mill present involves the more conservative 

(and, I believe, more likely) assumption that chiral symmetry breaking 

con proceed without violating supersymmetry. In this case It 1B natural 

to assume a supersymmetric generalization of the symmetric breaking 

pattern described in section 5.2: A model containing n pairs of r+r 

matter multiplets, uhich according to (7.24) has the chiral symmetry 

UCn) x U(n). should spontaneously break this symmetry: 

d(n) * U(n> •* U(n) (7.SI) 

This breaking pattern yields n z Goldstone bosons; supersymmetry requires 

that these be accompanied by n* msssless ferroions. 

Clo3er examination, houever, shows that super-symmetry constrains this 

system even more powerfully. To oxplai" this, I must anticipate sown? 

results uhich uill be presented in detail in section 9. I will argue 

there that the lou-energy dynamics of the Goldstone bosons resulting 

from the spontaneous symmetry-breaking G •* H is described bv • nonlinear 

Lngrangion built from a field whose value is a point in the coset space 

G/H. Zumino has shoun that such lagrangians can be made supersymmetric 

only if the space of values of the field is a tCahler manifold, a complex 

manifold satisfying certain additional restrictions t 73]. The symmetry-

breaking pattern (7.51), houever, yields 

G UCn) x UCn) 

H Utn) (7.52) 

This is not a complex manifold; indeed, (7.52) does not generally have 

on even numher of real dimensions, the minimal requirement for a complex 

parameterization. The only May to make the pattern C7.5I) consistent 

uith supersymmetry is, then, to enlarge the space of massless particles. 

This requirement has a natural physical interpretation: One can form 
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from the matter particles tNO'different types of light pseudoacalar 

mesons, uith the quantum numbers of 

AriArj and * rr*ri • (7.53) 

These would be the Golds.tone bosons at chiral symmetry breaking 1n a 

theory uith only bosons or only ferroions, respectively. A given broken 

chiral current creates rne linear combination of these stctes; this is 

the true Ooldstone boson. However, the other linear combination should 

also bo light, and supersymmetry could Hell require it to be massleso. 

In any event,- one can shou that (7.52) is a fiuhmanjfold of 

UC2n! 

U(n) xjJ(n) (7.54) 

which is a Kahter manifold*. Equation (7.54) has 2n* coordinates, 

oo it can accommodate all Q( the states t7.53)> these Znz coordinates 

form, appropriately, tuo adjoint representations of H = U(n). It is 

therefore likely that supersymmetric gauge theories uith matter 

multiples and chirol symmetry breaking according to (7.51) uoultt have 

2n' nassless bosons and their fermiinic partners — twice as many pairs 

as a naive argument would suggest. 

1 cannot resist adding one more speculative ingredient to this 

picture. Recently, Ong [74] and Bagger and Uitten C753 have shown that 

uhen supersymmetric nonlinear Lagrangiana whose fields take values in a 

compact coset space are coupled to gauge- fields corresponding to broken 

symmetry generators, these Lagrangians show spontaneous supprsyminetry 

breaking at the classical level. This indicates to me that strongly-

mleract >ng supersyroetr ic gauge theories iihose broken ehirol symmetries 

«I an grateful to 1. n. Singer for shouing me how to do this. 



are coupled t« additional gauge beserct should also shwi sgpersjnaaietry 
breaking, if the additional gauge besvns could be coupled in sue* a nay 
that the matter fields belonged t« a real representation of the full 
gauge group, ttien itupersyimnetry breaking ueuld violate Mitten's theorem. 
Houevar. 1 yi\l argue in section 8.2 that In this case the additional 
gauge ev«WMtry realigns U s e U (in a aanae 1 wilt make precise there) to 
remain unbroken, the more genera) aHuiticn. in which the Additional 
gauge ayawatry is ecupted ehiraliy, teens than an attractive candidate 
for a system uith dynamical supersymmetry breaking. 



chapter S. 

CQLDSTOHC BOSONS AHf VACUUM AUGNHEHT 

8,1 COUNT1H6 COlftSTOHr BDftOHg 

in ill of the previous sections- «• have been primarily interested in 
gauge theories in*h exact cturat symmetries. The main thrust of the 
discussion has been to find the physios union determines the pattern Of 
chirs) symmetry breaking and to cemput* What thst pattern should be, 
Hou I would tike to change my emphasis sMo.htlyf to study a different, 
but closely related, problem. In tht real world (such as us ••• It) 
strong interaction theories do not ooour In isolation. The fersions 
which have strong interactions also have Weak and electrasagnatio 
interactions; they also have mosses generated fay utll ehiral atnmetry 
breaking perturbations. It is th*n appropriate to pose the fol1oli1nfl 
question-. Given a pattern of XSB for a certain gauge $ysts*» hoii 4s 
this system affected by the prosonoe of ft ssntl symmetry-breakins 
perturbation? Host of the Physics I utll discuss in relation to this 
question bias discovered in the I960'* and >• contained already In 
[3,4,51s I uiti. however, use a more modern language ami an esphasis 
which reflects the recent application of these ideas to seas-interacttoo 
theory C76,77»?»,?93. 

Dns usually thinks of saal) perturbations as bavins only * aavsll 
effect on the overall structure of a theory. This is enpnatfeaMir not 
true for systems uith ehiral symmetry breaking, systess with tsaot 

- 9a -
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chiral symmetries generally leave a large vacuum degeneracy and a number 

of masslcss Goldstone bosons. Important qualitative conclusions about 

the behavior of these systems depend on hou the degeneracy of vacuum 

states is broken and uhut smalt masses these bosons eventually acquire 

as the result of symmetry breaking perturbations, It is these issues 

that I uish to address. 

As n preface to this study, however, it uiI I be useful to survey 

again the symmetry-breaking patterns ue have found in previous sections, 

at least for fermions in real representations of the gauge group, in 

order to make clear the presence of degenerate vacuum states and to 

count Golds'one bosons. In the process, I mil introduce some notation 

uhich uill be useful in our discussion of the effects of explicit 

symmetry breaking. 

For a gauge theory containing n multiplies of fvrmians in paired 

complex representations (r+r) af the gauge group, the chiral symmetry is 

G - SU(n) x su(n) x U'l). In nur previous disrjssion, ue assumed that 

all fermions acquire equal dynamical masses. The fermions, then, 

acquired a mass term 

« 0 0 ^ s i + 0
B i z i j - h.c. (8.1) 

where a is a color indox. i,j are flavor indices of SUtnH <""* SU(nlB, 

respectively, and 

i'i - 16'j (S.Z) 

The condensate (8.2) is preserved by a subgroup H = SU(n) x U(l) of C. 

Because G is an exact symmetry of this theory, howeveri «e are 

required to consider a larger class of possible condensates. Any 

condensate uhich can be transformed to the form (8.2) by a 
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transformation in G must be energetically equivalent to ($.?). The 

class of such E's parameterizes a manifold of degenerate vacuui* states. 

We can construct this class of I's explicitly by subjecting (9.1) to a 

general SUtn) X SUtn) x Utl) transformation: 

+n.i + VapfctV^ie'* +•)„ - e" i o C V ) 3 k-ta'* (8.3) 

where V, v' are SUtn) transformations. This gives a mass tern of the 

same form, but with 

E'j = t V ' k V k j J Z = (u'pz (8.4) 

Apparently, the manifold of degenerate vacua is isomorphic to SU(n). 

In general, if a theory with a global symmetry G possesses a vacuum 

state |*o> which respects only a subgroup H of C> the action of G on 

this state generates a manifold of degenerate vacua. Any given state in 

this manifold is unchanged by a group of transformations isomorphic to 

H. Hence the set of degenerate vacua is isomorphic to the coset space 

G/H. Tor the case lie considered above 

D SUtn) x SUtn) x utl) 
- = = SUtn) 

H SU(n) X U<1) (8.5) 

which checks our conclusion from (8.4). Transformations in G/H 

correspond to directions of variation of Z in yhich the effective action 

is level at its minimum. Quantizing the excitations along these 

directions produces jero mass particles — Goldstone bosons ~- one for 

each orthogonal direction in G/H. 

Let me introduce some notat'on to describe this situation. label the 

generata-s. of G as ^ a l - the generators of H (a subset of the G») as 

^Ti[, and tne orthogonal generators of G, the generators of G/H, as 

\*z\. Throughout sections a and 9, 1 Hill use indices a.b.c to denote 
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B's, *rj,k to denote T'st and X.y»i to denote X'*. H i m l i M these 
generators to 

Tr6»Sb = *»b t*.61 
To each generator of 6 corresponds a syamttry currant 

1 »tl> also use (r»»Ttr)tE to denote the charges constructed from the 
currents (8.7). 

Lot uo ohoote one of the degenerate vacua as a reference point; 
danott this state by |o>, With respect to this ntate. the \i\) are the 
generutors of D which satisfy T||0> = 0. The set of degenerate vacua 
nay thon be uritteni 

{axptig,»Xi)|Q>} (8.a) 
Boldotona's theorem Insists that eaoh ourrent Involving an x s can create 
a single maaaleua boson «i frem the vacuum, Lot ua urlte the anplitude 
for creation of a boson utth momentum p as 

<TTyCp>|jM0)|<» • -IpUfy, (8.9) 
1vt in a set of oonstanta with the d1mono1 one of mass. For the gauge 
model m dlsousced at the beginning of this section, the X, span the 
generator* of Stl(n) • «. The X, therefore correspond to o single 
Irreducible representation of «. and symmetry insjets that fy* shoald be 
diagonal* 

<«»(pll4f«|0> = -1p»f«Sy, cs.io} 
The moss iv appears ubiquitously In sold*tone boson dynamics.* 

*nv nonaalitation convention laipltea f w s 93 t\*V fit the fsailiar strong 
Interactions. 
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All of the «ore specific results wc have found BO fair apply to tht 

case ii. nhich r is a complex representation of th» gauge group. What if 
r is real, so that r is equivalent to F [SOVSlJ? In this OMftr the 
system ue described earlier may be recast as a system of In (L-> 
fe-mions belonging to r. The entra) aynmetry is thus aotarpod to 
c = suC2n>. To determine H, however, even under the assumption that a)) 
fermians acquire «qu«i ayitamtoai masses, ft is nteetsary to tensfdar tuo 
distinct eases, if r is equivalent to r, there en1sts an invariant with 
tuo indices in r. This invariant may bt either symmatrlo or 
antisymmetric. I will differentiate these tuo casta by referring to r 
as a strictly real or pseudcoal representation, reapoetively. 

in the case of a strictly real representation! the invariant may bo 
diagonalized to G a b, than the eondensata induced by xSB may be written 

-Fan*oai*(»bi64l»S'i + n- 8' to,It) 
x'j must be symmetric; for equal manes, 

£'j = i-6'i (8.11) 
ue can identify K as the subgroup of unitary transformations on 1•j 
uhich preserves (S,ij): H = G(2n), The {x,} fora a singla irreducible 
representation of 0<2o>, tho tracoloss symmetric tenser representation* 
so the matrix 1VX in <«,?) reduces as before to fe-Sy*. 

In the case ef a pseudoreal representation, the t«o-index Invariant 
nay be brought to the form 

1-1 | J <s.131 
The Mass tern 

requires an antisymmetric l'i# for equal nasaaSi one must SOt 
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i»i * x-c*i « . « > 

H WUSt be th« group «f tcanaforiMltfwa Ol» i»j Hhfch preserves C; this is 
the »¥ffltt\««ti« g r o w IS * Sp{?n), Tt»e ̂ X a} *»n» tts» trac«l«s* 
antisymmetric tenser representation of 9pt2ni, a« that, again 
<y« * 'n'tyi- The oast of eomplex r f H » naturally inside each o< thesa 
tuo coses according to the decompositions 

SU<ln) 3 SU<iO x SlHn) X 0(1> 

I I 
0(2n> or SpC2n> "S SUtn) X Oil) (8.16) 

All three scenarios have the property that there exists a parity 
epurator P lstiBlying 

P 1 = 1 , P T| P = +Ti , M « P = -X t ts. 17) 
i« that the tymactry breaking respects parity. (In mathematical terats, 
In eaoh case. 0/H Is a nymmttrio space [82].) This parity invariance 
Hill b» a uaeiul constraint on our later analysis. 

ft.! Y M U W EnE'vETlM 
Let UK nou discuss, in general tenps< the effect of a snail synaetry-

breaMng perturbation on the patterns of symmetry-breaking described In 
tho previous section. Call this perturbation an. and denote a given 
vacuum state by 

|«> s axpCla^a' |0) («.18) 
Then, to leading order in perturbative theory, the en»,gy shift of each 
of the degenerate vacua is given by: 

otto.) * <o)aHJ«> » <o)expM«t«XsJ(6H> *xp[ia Kx z]|o> W.191 
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This expression generally <fep«nd9 on « and t>r««tts tl»« diJMtrMJf of tn« 

vacuum states, the winiwun of AE(«) Obeys 

a 
i -— « t « ) = <«Jrxr,A)tt|«> = o 

M v (9.203 

It is useful to rearrange our coordinates, so that tilt • Inieiua OOQUM at 

the state |D>. that is. at aw = 0. 

Hear the minimum, the effective action Curves Upllird. The effect 0* 

AH is indicated in fig. 21: Level directions of the effective aot1on» 

corresponding to directions In C/H, becoM directions with Basil but 

nonzero curvature. Since the potential has positive curvature neat 

o = 0, the Goldstone bosons acquire m Mass matrix of the torsji 

I* 
tra i) y I = C Eta) 

da yacix 

= -c <o|[xy,txlFAH]]lo> . (8.21) 
It's not hard to find the normalization factor t, but it is not • one-

line argument; I will refer you to the paper of Dashen in which this 

formula first appeared [83]. The result is 

1 
C m J ) y i < D | C x r . C x z . a i O ] | a > 

V «.22) 
in the usual strong interactions, the? dost (nportunt syaunttry-

breaking perturbation is the quark mass tern. This perturbation gives 
rise, for example, to pion oasses of the fern 

ran1 * 

f„* (8.2« 
where inu,iiid are the u and d quart nooses. In trtB>arts» of otynasteal 

breaking of the weak interaction symmetry, the «*«t important 
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perturbations come irom ueak and electromagnetic Cand color) gauge boson 

exchange. This totter situation is a bit more interesting because >t 

turns inward on itself: The ueak interactions determine their own 

pattern of symmetry breaking by their choice of a vacuum orientation. I 

will devote the rest of this section to studying the physics of thlG 

situation. This an, lysis hat been given in full generality only 

relatively recently i /b, B I. tt*J, though it originated in the clauiiii. 

calculation of Das- Guralnik, Mathur, Lou, and. Young of the n*-* p ™»ss 

difference 185]. 

Let me begin by defining the problem a bit more carefully. One may 

couple additional g.iuge bosons to a theory uith global symmetry G by 

promoting some suboroup G H of G to a grour1 of local symmetries. The 

gauge bosons then couple to some subgroup of G. The spontaneous 

breaking of G picks out another subgroup, H. In this situation, H* find 

that the relative alignment of these subgroups may have physical 

meaning. The geom trie relation betueen G H and H is sketched in 

fig. 22. Gauge bcaans coupled to charges in region I uill be 

undisturbed and re iin massless; gauge bosons in region II Nil) find 

themselves coupled to broken symmetries and uill receive mass from the 

Higgs mechanism. However, the overlap of G H and H is dynamically 

determined: It depends on which of the initially degenerate vacua |a> 

is preferred by the perturbations induced by G H exchanges. Thus, even 

if these additional gauge bosons are ueakly coupled, they have a 

dramatic effect on the qualitative structure of the motel. | uould like 

to find a criterion which determines the preferred vacuum state, and, 

thereby, the pattern of G H breaking. 

To begin, let me urite the G„ couplings in the form 
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6L = A V ^ C * * = A V ^ * (S.24) 

uhere the D* and, generally, representation matrices aitn capital 

indices, are defined to absorb normalization factors and coupling 

constants. Far any given vacuum lo>, I can choose the generators Ti so 

that Ti|0> = 0, then I can decompose eooh G* into T and X parts. Denote 

this decomposition by 

0* Il(A| ' li[., 0' - A u „ , + J"i(A) tO.'''') 

Using this notation, we may write the perturbation due to one-gauge 

boson exchange, to leading order in A*u coupling constants. a3 

1 
AH = - - Jd"x fl^U) T[JnA(x)J v*tO)l 

2 (8.26) 

uher« i u v is the free gauge boson propagator. The expeotation value of 

C8.26) is the free gauge boson propagator. The expectation value of 

(3.26) in the particular vacuum |0> is given by 

) 
AH = /d»x i^CxJ <0lTJ u*<xlJ Vit0)le> 

2 (8.271 

To evaluate this, imagine decomposing GA as in (8.2S). In the schemes 

of xSB cMscussed in the previous section, the product of tuo T's or two 

X's contains only one invariant. This allous us to simplify products of 

currents 

<0|TJ uiJ„j|0> = <J TJ T> Sij = < J T J T > TrCTjTj) 

<0|TJ u sJ l l > r|a> = <JxJx> 6 x y = <J*Jx> Tr(X xX >) (4.281 

The quantities in brackets are H-invariant amplitudes; their dependence 

on \L,V has been suppressed. To these relations, we may add the 

constraint 

<DJTJ uiJ V ) !|0> = 0 (S.29J 
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which fo l lows from p a n t / l e q . I B . 1 7 ) ) . Equations ( 8 . ? S ) »nd ( 6 . 2 9 ) 

n l l o u i s to s i i r l i t y the expert at ion value in ( 8 . 2 7 ) as f o l l o w s : 

<0|TJo. A JylA|0) = < 0 | T J u i , * > J v I l * l | 0 > + <0| TJ u J ; i * , Jv l t * I |0> 

= < J I . ' T > T r t T n A J T U A , ) + <JxJx> T r U z i J o ^ z t »)> 

= < J T J T > T r U i , »,G») + <JxJx> i r t X * , * , * * ) 

= < J T J T > T r t C * C 4 ) + i t J x J x - J T J T > > TrtXjcjDGA) 

(8 .30 ) 

The first term in trie list line <H (8-30) is an invariant independent of 

the vacuum or lentatiun. thus we may reurite 18,27) as 

CtOT - E 0 + W 1 J«** ^ v <JiiTJv-t-Ju.xJvx>}'Tr(XflA1)» (B.J1) 

where to is independent al the vacuum orientation. The projection of GA 

to Kit ii clearly depends upon the relative orientation of G M and H. The 

expectation value of (8.?6) in any other vacuum |«> is given by an 

expression gf the same torn, but with X^tAi replaced by the broken part 

uf G* with respect to that vacuum. Let me note thai the quantity in 

brackets is quite plausibly positive: The positivity of this quantity 

\s roughly ttie statement that the lightest particle created bv J U T (S 

vector mi'son I is 'lghter than the lightest axial-vector meson created by 

v>uX' the point has I pen argued out with care by Preskil) [84J. 

Our final resit' is that the preferred vacuum is the one uhich 

run imi?es 

IrtXi!*,)' 18.3Z) 

This criterion has .n instructive physical interpretatisn. Let us think 

a Bit about the phys cs of the Higgs mechanism and the mass generation 

tor the 1,, gouye boson. The C bosons receive nass at leading order in 

perturbation theory if the current-current vacuum expectation value 
shown in fig. 23 has the form: 
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tOJTJ U j tC~k)Jy B CiO|0> ~> " ' i » ' » 6 ' 9 » v 

k-*0 ( 8 , 3 3 ) 

However, this matrix element is transverse; hence, (S.33) implies the 

more complete <Dr» t86] •• 

["" " ••?) <0|rj,iA<'k5JVD(l()|0> — J -i(raiAs) 

k-0 I. k 1 J (8.34) 
The Stiv ters is generally hard to isolate, but the pole can be produced 

only fey a fnassless part ic le created hv one current and Annihilated by 

the other, the only candidate is the GoIds tons boson. Inserting %y as 

an intermediate state in the current-current natr ix ele>ent, we have: 
i 

< B } T J 1 1 * J 1 , 6 | O > =5 <ts|Ji1»t-k}}By> — <Tt y t j v e l i o |o> 
k-»(t k l 

i 
- <»*tl.'« 1r<5 tX,3) — (-ik^f, T r U r S 0 J ) 

k 1 

- i ,,i TrOC 2, A,Xj!, 8,) 

k* (8.35) 

So. in any given vacuum, the gaugw bosons acquire a mass matrix 

*'*e - »n' triSiioXj,,,) iS.3&) 

The prHerred vacuum is then the one which minimises IrJ**K This 

criterion, that the elementary lerraions should condense in such a way as 

to brenk G* as little as possible, i* reminiscent of the rwc criterion 

which w* discussed in section Z.J. Indeed, a bit ot rearrangement shou3 

that they aru identical [84], 
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4.3 AN.ft^USIHB EXAMPLE 

To clarify the uorkings of vacuum orientation, and to illustrate its 

potential importance, let us uork through an example of the phenomenon 

within a simple model of dynamically broken weak interactions. Let me 

imagine a gauge theory uilh two flavors of Dirae fernuonn U.0; the 

corresponding multiplet of L-fermions is 

+ A = <U L, D L . U Ts. D*R) (6.37) 

Let us gauge, with a ueek coupling constant, the SU<2) symmetry which 

links U L and UL- SO that (8.2-1) takes the explicit form 

&L = H\+T 1 1CA'{' (8.38) 

with 

g/2 <y* 1 "I 
| 0 J C8.39) 

and A = 1,2,3. (For those interested in realism, this is the standard 

model of weak interactions, with 5in z8„ = 0.) 

If U and 0 belong to a complex representation of the strong-

interaction gauge group, the chiral symmetry is 

G - SU(Z) x SU(2) x U(l). In this case, C„ coincides with the factor 

S U ( 2 ) L of 5, and there is no freedom of vacuum alignment. The 

condensate 

I-Cuu+DU) = Z-U a n[ULaU THB+DLaU tnp3 + h-c.) (8.40) 

breaks G„ completely; all other condensates related to (8.40) by G 

transformations may be brought into the form of (8.40) by G H gauge 

transformations. 

With respect to the condensate (5.10): 

Ti 
1/2 ui | 

| -1/2 .IT 
Xi 

1/2 o* | 

| 1/? o* T (8.41) 
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Mhere i,i = 1.2,3. The generators (8.39) nay be decomposed into 

9 fo* I ] 3 [°* | 
Til*] = - XziAl " _ 

4 { | -c A TJ 4 I | a* 1 

and, using (3.36)> Me may construct the mass matrix of the E M bosons 

m 2>e & A B 

4 (8.43) 

The three SU(2) bosons become the massive mesons H*u.U"vl,M°)i Which 

mediate the charged and neutral currents.* 

If U and D bulong to a real representation, there am physically 

di st inc t r>"'-ihil:(ies ' '' n *.in'.>um or i pn tati on , and uc HiUSt decide 

among thnm. Consider first the case of a strictly real representot ion. 

Equation (&.40) is still a possible condensate; however, ue can 

construct another condensate uhich preserves at least the component 

A = 3 of C M: 

Z f
Q( I[U Lo l,D u, b+ufp a aD Tfi Dbl6» b + h.c. C8.44) 

In the vacuum corresponding to (6.44), U3

a acquires no mass. Honever, 

the components A = 1,2 of G u are still spontaneously broken. Since 

(3.440 ii symmetric under interchange of UL and J>i, it represents o 

condensate of isospin 1, uhile [&.40) carries isospin 1/2 under the 

gauged SU<2). One can shou that (8.44) inplies l u m = 0 for A s t,2; 

t h i s l eadn to 
g ' f * 1 

V T r ( S C i l A l x E | B ) i = V T r ( G * C 0 ) = *AB 
2 («-«} 

tor A ~ 1,2. Thus 

Tr m ! = g M n ' , (8.46) 

(8.42) 

*For a noro roulistic version of this model, see [37,10]. 
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a larger value than that obtained from (a.43). the condensate 18.40) 
stilt give* the preferred vacuum orientation in this model. 

If U end D belong to a pseudoreal representation, houever, the 
situation >t quite different E*1J- The condensate 

S«,,»tUi«»l>lob+»tIMio»tl»o3E»»+ h.O. 18.47) 
is antisymmetric under the interchange of U and D. This condensate thus 
carries tsospin Of it preserves nil of the veaklv • gcd symmetries. 
Thus, (S,47> (• I low* » U three »*. entatft (lossless. Since, for this 
ehaiGOi 

Tr<m»> = 0 (S.48) 
Equation (8.4JJ represents the preferred vacuum orientation. 

Apparently, tins last ease, uhtch seems to differ little in its 
construction from the previous tuc. realizes the gauged su<2) in a 
completely different Hay. Uhsroas the previous two cases nay be 
extended to plausible models of the ueak interactions, the physics of 
the third case makes this impossible there. 



Chapter J, 
PHEHOtlEHOLOCICAt LAGRANGEANS AND THEIR APPLICATIOKS 

9.\ THE FATE ar THE coypsTOHE BP^PH^ 

in the previous section, ue began a discussion of th* effect an e 
given pattern of *SB of explicit symmetry-basking perturbations. He 
considered, in particular! the effects of weakly gauging a subgroup 0 H 

nf the chiral symmetry group. Ue saw that this symmetry-breaking 
perturbation orients the broken synmetry vacuum ue learned hou to 
determine this orientation and showed hoN the vseuum orientation 
determines the masses a! gauge bosons coupled ueakly to the ohiral 
currents. In this section, I uould like to puraue the physics of this 
system further, to study the dynamics of the Goldstone bosons. 1 will 
focus, in particular, on the question of what Basset these particles 
acquire from the symmetry-breaking perturbation. At the end of this 
section. 1 mil briefly indicate how this physics generalises to ohlril 
gauge theories tilth almost nasal ess fernions. 

Let me first discuss the basic systematica of the Ooldstont boson 
spectrum, in section g.2 and tn Mg. 22, He discussed the overtop of 
the subgroups c and H of c, and the physical consequences of this 
overlap- We night also single out another subgroup of C for Our 
attention: Let C c be the subgroup of elements of fi ahieh commute uith 
all the generators of G„. Then the coupling of gauge bosons to the 
currents of G„ breaks c explicitly to G H x tie. The cetapltte pattern Of 
syamtry breaking in the theory uith S N ueakty gauged 1« them 

- 107 -
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spontaneous i y^x"^ \ explicitly 

H '" \ G M x G e t9 . 1J 

Each spontaneously broken generator of C has associated Mith it a 

Goldstonc boson which is massless to zeroth orilsr in the C H couplings. 

These bosons are divided into three classes according to the relation of 

the corresponding generators to the generators of C. and C e; this 

division is indicated pictorial ly in fig. 24 [7'.]. The transformations 

in regions I and II remain exact symmetries even yhcn the effects of the 

perturbation ore included. The Doldstone bosons of region I- however, 

are absorbeu by the gauge bosons uhieh acquire mass through the Higgs 

mechanism, the Goldstone bosons of region It remain exactly massless 

bosons in the final theory. The bosons in region III. however, do not 

correspond to exact symmetries in the full theory; these bosons acquire 

masses of order gA, uhere g is the coupling constant of tho gauge group 

C„, and A is the mass scale of the strong interactions producing the 

original XSB. Weinberg calls these particles "pseudo-Goldstone bosons" 

[89]. 

Let us try to compute the masses of these bosons, to leading order 

in g 1. One uay to do this uould be to use the result (8.31) for EtcO in 

conjunction with Dashen's formula (8.22), This procedure gives for the 

pseudo-Goldstone boson mass matrix 

1 
ECa) = M* 

fn 1 ba y^a z 

Tr[CX Z ( *,)*]« 
(9.2) 

where 

n 1 = Jd'x b*v (JmJuT " J(iX<Jvx> 
(9.3) 
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ihis strategy is worked out in detail in [81,343. I Mould prefer, 

however, to obtain this spectrum at masses by a different route. This 

second technique uill not be quite as powerful os the first for this 

particular application; it will only be able to compute the mass matrix 

( m 2 ) y r up to an ovenll scale. However, this technique uill be 

applicable to a broader class of problems than the energetic 

considerations of section 8; it uill also give us a different point of 

view from uhich to survey the dynamics of Coldstone bosons. 

9.Z THE FORMALISM OF PHEHOnEHOLOGlCAL LflGRAHClflHS 

In the analysis just given, and in the Whole of section ft. ue studied 

Coldstone bosons by working out the shape of the energy surface as a 

function of vacuum orientation. I uoutd now like to change my 

perspective slightly, and try simply to write a phenomenalogieal 

description of particles and their interactions in a theory with broken 

chiral symmetries. In constructing this description, I uill concentrate 

on the lightest particles of the theory and their interactions at lou 

energy. I uill also build in the pattern of spontaneous symmetry 

breaking G -* H. I must allow the most general possible interactions 

consistent with these restrictions to appear in the phenomenological 

lagrangian. But these simple restrictions, properly applied, turn out 

to be remarkably powerful constraints, which fix all of the low-energy 

dynamics in terms of a feu easily recognized parameters. The power of 

this approach was first demonstrated some time ago by Weinberg [90] and 

Schuinger [91]; the philosophy of the method has recently been discussed 

from a modern perspective by Weinberg [92]. 
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Let us tiy first to construct one example of such a phenomenological 

Lagrangian; Me can discuss the question of its uniqueness later. We nay 

assume that, in a theory uith spontaneous xSB, the only light partioles 

in the theory are the colds tone bosons, these GO Ids tone bosons m y be 

described by fields uhich ar« coordinates on the coset space C/Hi these 

bosons arei in fact, precisely the quantized excitations along thes« 

coordinate directions. It is therefore easy to Write a Lagrangian which 

has the Cotdstone bor-ons l»y as its fundamental fields and uhich iB 

invariant under C transformations; one can simply write 

K 2 C9.4) 

where g X 2(x) is the metric on C/H in the chosen coordinates and F is t 

constant UTth dimension of mass. F is presumably of order A. the nass 

scale of the strong interactions uhich induce xStt. For the, Special case 

Of the breaking pattern Mltn) x SU(n) •* SU(n). c/H = SUln) may be 

parameterized by unitary matrices 

•(<T) exp| 
(9.5) 

llhcrc t i s an SU(rt) g e n e r a t o r , i n these c o o r d i n a t e s ! an i n v a r i a n t 

L a g m n g i s n IS g i v e n b y : 

L s d»K — t r [ o u U t o ^ U ] 
2 19.6> 

The SU(n9 x SLUM global symmetry acts en U according to 

U + V t U Vo* fQ.7> 

where Vj. and VB are unitary matrices corresponding, respectively, to 

SUCnli and 5 U ( M B transformations; it is easily seen that C°.6) ta 

invariant to (9.7). 
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One should note, however, that the transformation (9.7) (and, n»rt 

generally, the action ol 0 on the coordinates * y of (9.'!)) acts, near 

TtY = 0. as a translation of n y: 

The expansion about it = 0, then, is an expansion about a state of 

spontaneously broken symmetry. For example, the expansion of <9<6) 

about u = )• or it = 0. respects only the SIMn) subgroup of the full 

global symmetry on which V(. • V R. This emphasises the fact that the 

coordinates v are precisely the right fields vith which to describe 

physics at lou energies. 

Now that we hove written one candidate for a phenomenalogical 

Lagrangian. let us construct the most general such Lagxangian. For the 

moment, 1 will restrict myself to the su(n) x su(n)-invariont cose and 

use the coordinates (9.5). Since 11*1) = 1, (9.6) is actually the Most 

general invariant coupling yith tuo derivatives. Adding terms yith 

higher derivatives, tie can construct 

L = d'x { — trt^utyw] + A, trtouU^uavU'^Uj 

+ Ai trtauU,avuai*OtivU3 + (6 derivatives) + ••-} 
J (9.9) 

A, and Ai are unknoun dintensionless parameters. But consider the 

consequences of expanding (9.9) in powers of (v/D and using this 

Lagrangian to compute scattering amplitudes at c*nter-a4-mas9 energies z 

much less than r, or much less than A. Any vertex appearing in the 

second or third term of (9.9) is smaller than the corresponding vertex 

from the first tern by a factor 
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A| — • — 
r* * l (9-ioj 

Thus, if C is much loss than A Me need keep only the first term of 
<9.9h thiB term restricts the dynamics of Goldstone basons completely 
ones tha valuo of F is specified. 

It 1s dearly useful to extend this argument to mere general patterns 
of symmetry breaking, and to include tlie effects of symmetry-breaking 
perturbations. To do this, it is easiest to first think, more 
systematically nbout the best choice oi coordinated. A beautiful set of 
coordinates* which works for any coset space G/H, uas constructed and 
applied to this problem by Call an, Coleman, Uess, and Zurnino CCCUZ) 
[93,94]. Lit me nou describe their formalism. (This formalism has also 
been reviewed in 141.) 

To understand the choice of coordinates made by ccuz. it is useful to 
think about hon the underlying fermion fields "tr\ and + r , behave under 
chirtl transformations, In general, y r; and * rj have completely 
different transformation laws under G. Houever, in an/ phenomenotogical 
desoription of the broken-symmetry state, ue would like to be able to 
uritt o mass term linking "JVi and V Pi. such a mass term would be 
permitted by invarfanee under Hi houever, ue would like to construct L 
to bo invariant under the full group G. The problem may be phrased raore 
general Iy• in terms of a general matter field f*« of the original theory: 
If f*« transform* according to some representation R of c, this 
representation ft Hill split into several irreducible representations 
Rf of H. These representations uill correspond to particle multiplets 
under H uhieh mlflht be given very diMoront masses a* the result of the 
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spontaneous symmetry breaking. To describe the components Ol #e 

phenomenologieal ly. us must replace *» by a field * tthese transformation 

law under general transformations in 6 does not wilt up the gonpontnt 

representations Ri-

This requirement seems at firnl sight paradoxical. HOMOVeTi it Ban 

be met by defining at each paint a local vacuum orientation and 

referring <o<x) to this orientation; Let us represent the local 

orientation of the vacuum by an elemtnt of G: 

exp[iIIyCx)Xy] (9.11) 

where n y(x) is a tdimcnsionless) field. He will see liter that ByCl) 1i 

proportional to the Coldstone boson field. Using C9.ll), 4$ oon be 

Hrittert in the factorized farm: 

*,[x) -- e3<p[iHy(x)Xr]/Cx) (9.12) 

Now ue can Factor a general G transformation of 1*9 Into tNQ partai A 

notion in H which acts on *. and which does not mix H-rtpreafnt«t10ns 

within *>, and a motion in G/H uhich changes the local vacuum 

orientation. Represent the transformation 

*0 -» exp[ia aG,^ D (9.13) 

by writing 

eKp[iII yK y]^ •* p»p[ia,a,J etpti tl,X,J# 

= exp[iJIVd,in-S y] exp[*HiC«,B)'Ti]f« <9.H) 

To obtain the second line. I hvc used the fact that a general element of 
C nay be decomposed uniquely as a transformation in H followed by 

transformation into G/H. Equation (9. 14) suggests that we consider 4 M 

the field which represents *a in the phenomenoloatcal Lagrangian and 

assign to this field and the auxiliary fields H y the following 

transformation lans: 

http://C9.ll
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By •* n'y(n.II) 

* •* exptiii|(a,n)Ti3# (9.15) 

This is a nonlinear representation of C uhich does not mix H-

representaliorrs uithin *. Under a pure H transformation Ca.C, = 4jT(), 

(9.IS) simpli fies to 

U„Xy * expti«;T;] lJlyXy) expl-iai7|] 

* - exptiujTi]^ (9.16) 

so that +<tt transform linearly under H. H y transforms like the charge 

xr. Cgleman, Mess and Zumino t93] have proven that any nonlinear 

representation of 6 Mhich becomes linear on a subset H may be brought 

into the form of (9.15) by a change of coordinates. 

Because (9.15) is a nonlinear transformation. Wy has a very 

complicated transformation lau. Ue can find an object tiith a siapler 

transformation 1 au by starting from \L?Q< which trarvs.(ort»5 linearly 

under G. Let me first introduce the notation. 

exp[-in-X] ou.(exptiJI-X]) = i ouH y(D >, i(n)X I + E yi(H)Tj) 

C9.17) 

The quantity on the left is a.generator o' 5; I have expanded it in 

terms of generators, defining expansion coefficients 0(11) and E(II). 

Using (9.17), ue may expand 

c,i*o = iVfexpCill-X]*) 
= L'lptil'X] (| iOunyDyI(II)!(i}^ 

+ {<V*iVS yE yj(H)7i)#}) (9.1*) 

The quantity in parentheses transforms under C like * in (9.15). It is 

consistent to restrict # to be nonzero for only one of the R;, but then 

the tuo terms in brackets uill belong to different H representations in 

R. They must ttiereiore transform independently m t h this transformation 

lau. Thus 
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DiiHe = Buiiy-Dy^cnj •* (exp[ iu iT( ] ] i„ (ann»-D y x (H) ) 

(9-19) 

under (9-15), Mhere Tj in (9.19) is taken in the representation of H to 

which the \xy] belong. 

He can nou build lagrangians invariant to G by constructing H-

invariant combinations of D u H y . Since a transformation In G/K 

translates H y as in (9.8) by a global parameter aT, Ur May not appear 

Without a derivative in a G-invanant Lagrangian except as a part of 

0 y z ( H ) . Thus, if the 0 y belong to a single irreducible representation 

of H (a situation to which I uill specialize for the remainder of mv 

discussion), the .nost general invariant Lagrangian containing no more 

than two derivatives is 

1 
I = - f n J ( O a n y ) ' 

2 (9.20) 

For the moment, simply regard f^ as a coeHicient uith thp dimensions of 

mass; ! uill shou later, though, that it is the same as the coefficient 

fv uhich appears in (8. ID). Possible r,-invariant terms utth four or 

more derivatives are smaller than (9.20) by the factor (9.10) ant" may be 

ignored. 

It is not difficult to extend the global C invariance of (9.20) to a 

local invariance by applying the trick used in (9.18) to the gauge-

covariant derivative, f&^-iA^ tCA)*o- Let us define F(II) and H(I1) by 

exp[-iJI X](G 4) exp[iH-X] = F* ytn)X y + HAi(II)Tj (9.21) 

Then ue may decompose 

C^u.-iAiiAG*)#o - e x p C l E X ] ( I •{ W r • 0 y I C I l ) - R^AF A I ( H ) ]%** 

* {l>»-\\ • • > : ; } * > ( 9 . 2 2 ) 

From (9.22), ue can identify the chiral- anj gauge-covariant derivative 

^u.n3 = (bu.nyDyI(n) - A ^ F ^ i i m (9.23) 
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t>* tie then write 

1 

2 (9.24) 
Me have constructed a LDarnngian local ly gauge-invariant under the 
symmetries associated ulth the A^A. 

Let us non work out a feu term* ©i the chiral Lagrangian more 
explicitly. It is not hard to ate that, to leading order in IK 

Oy X (S ) = 6 y C • • • « 

r *»(!!) - TrUftXs) + - - • (9.25) 

t f tie define 

vy - fnlly , (9.26) 
so that the boson kinetic energy term is conventionally normalized, the 
gauge-invariant phenemmo logical Ltgrangian (9. Ẑ J takes the form 

1 
I = - Coolly - fV TrtGftXylAlLt) 1 + • • -

2 (9.27) 
By setting c» equal to xx> so that flu,A couples to the current J^,. uc 
can check that (9.27) does yield precisely the expression (S.101 lor the 
amplitude that J,,, creates a Holdstone boson. Thus f v has been 
correctly identified. The gauge field mass matrix (8.36) is also 
displayed manifestly in !<».*?}. 

The hnjhcr-order t»r»s in the phenomenclogical Laoranoiaiv contain 
multi-pion and pion-eauge boaen interactions. In parity-Invariant 
theories such as those of section 8.1, these interactions may be 
represented compactly if one introduces a bit more notation. Oonota the 
structure constants «f 6 by MTUIng 

[6 a,G bl = t, b oCo <9.2s) 
He night then define 
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tt-i>*» = t. ahn H 19. » > 

Equation (S.29) is • representation of (n-X) In the adjoint 
representation of G. Then, classifying the various terns In (9.17) and 
(9.211 by purity, one can verify that 

fain t-lf] 
DysCJl) = 1 FiiCH) = (COS t-U) A* 

I i-I Jyz C9.ail) 
The matrix functions are defined as power series. Inserting (9.381 into 
(9.23) gives all of the pion-gauge boson vertices of the theory 
explicitly, at least to leading order in E*/az. 

The Ligrervgian (9.24) is not yet, however*. • complete description of 
the lou-*nergy dynamics of the perturbed gauge theory. One important 
effect is stilt missing: the masses generated for pseudo-Botdstone 
bosons by exchange of the weak gauge bosons A U A . It is true that these 
masses are seen to be induced uhen one computes radiative oorrections to 
the Lagpang1an (9.24). Thinking about radiative corrections* houever. 
only emphasises the problem: The radiative corrections to (9.24) 
contain a nunber of quadradically ultraviolet divergent contributions. 
the first of uhich are shoun in fig. 25. Since these contributions da 
not vanish at E = 0 and do not respect the global G symmetry, they are 
not of the font of any * interaction in (9.241. He should represent 
these effects by a set of counterterns. We need to knot*, then, bom to 
construct sueh counter terms. 

The one constraint that ue have on the structure of these 
counterterms is that they have a definite transformation property under 
Gs The graphs of fig. 25 transform under G in the sane nay as the 
perturbation (8.26) induced by one-gauge-boson exchange — as a syaasetHe 
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tensor with two indices in the adjoint representation of D. The 

philosophy of phenomenologieal Lagrangians suggests that «e should 

simply construct all functions of H uith this transformation lau 

containing no derivatives; the counterterms for fig. 25 should then be 

on arbitrary linear combination of these functions. To perform this 

construction, ue must first answer the following question: Hon do He 

construct a function of tl which transforms linearly under G according to 

a specific irreducible representation fi? 

This question is readily answered by making use of the CCUZ 

coordinates [94]. Let us first try to construct such a function using 

both n and «* fields. Imagine decomposing R into representations P.; of 

H. Choose a ^ field which transforms under sorae particular Ri. Then ue 

can reconstitute a ^o field by writing 

*c = exp(iJI-X)* (9.1U 

If H,# transform according to (9.15), 19.31) transforms linearly under G 

according to R. But now notice that, if Hi is a singlet under H, ^ is 

not transformed by (9.15). and we may omit it. Thus, if R contains in 

its decomposition a singlet !_ of H, the object 

DXp[iIt-XT-l 19.32) 

transforms linearly under G according to ft. 

The product of currents CJU A J ^ B ] which appears in (8.26J belongs to a 

representation which contains two H-in^ariants. i\j and S„y. However. 

Sfj + 6 x y = 6 j b (9.33) 

is a C-invariant; X». acting on 19.33). gives zero. Hence, the most 

general function of It's which transforms linearly under G like (8.26) is 

C9S1 
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K 
61 = - t e x p t i t - n i U i l e x p [ i t n i ) i 3 6 ; J 

2 (9.34) 

I have used the representation (9.29) of (II-SO, tf the vacuum alignment 

is chosen properly tin particular, if (8.20) is satisfied), (9.34) »ay 

be seen to contain na linear terns in R. The terns quadratic in H are: 

( S U l = - L _ C(t-B)*Al6ui*» + UU)*Aj&jH*i> + (t-D)Ai(t-n)*j6ijl 
2 L 2 J 

(9-3S) 

ICA) and L(A) denote the decomposition CS.25). Replacing S using 

(9.2&), settiri K = n 1f T I
z. and uriting out the commutators explicitly. 

(.9.15) may be cast into the form 

I 
(SL>2 = " - lmZ)yx TlyT* 

2 ( 9 . 3 6 ) 

uhere 

t m 1 ) , ! = n ' t T r f X y t T i U p t T i U i . X J ] ) - T r (X , [X Z ( * , , [ X z ( » , , X Z ] 3 ) ] 

(9.37) 

This result for the pueudo-Goldstone boson mass matrix may be shoun 

[31,$4] to be identical to (9.2). The coefficient n 1 may then be 

identified with (9.3). Except for the question of determining this 

parameter, the phenomenological Lagrangian formalism has allowed os to 

simply write down the correct result, without the necessity of a 

detailed computation. 

I should make a fen comments on the form of (9.37). The first set of 

commutator;; is just proportional to 

g^Cztrn) C9-3B) 

where r H is the C representation to uhich the Goldstone bosons belong. 

This lactor is just uhat one would expect from one-gauge-boson exchange. 
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The Bncand term is more complex, (it is simplified <n [SI].) Each ef 
the tuo traces is a positive matrix; thus, if tit interpret (in1),, as the 
curvature of the effective action, ue sec that unbroken C generators 
stabilize the vacuum, and broken 6 generators destabilize It. in 

accordance mith the physics no discussed in section t.3. 
The full chtral Lanrangian. (9.24) plus (9.34). contains many 

multipartlole vertices. It is North asking whether ue eon use it to do 
higher-order computations. This seems at first sight problematical, 
because the Lagrangian is formally non-renorieaHzabte. Cven so. one can 
Obtain sensible results fron loop graphs if one makes use of the 
presence of a natural cutoff, the scale A. Chadha ond I have calculated 
•sine ef the one-loop corrections to the * mass natrix (9.37) in models 
of dynamloal symmetry breaking [951. The quadratic divergences In this 
calculation have the same structure as the mass tern above and nay bo 
removed by adjusting K in (9.34). The logarithmically divergent term* 
give new group-theoretic structures. These new structures transferal 
like (AM)*. He should, properly, represent theso contributions by 
urtting terms of the most general possible structure for this 
transformation lau. to appear iiith coefficients of order (g*J* in the 
phenemnelogical Lagrangian. Houever. the logarithmically divergent 
terms uhich arise from perturbation theory contain an extra infrared 
enhancement factor of the font 

IOBCA*/!!!,,*) = tog(Vg*> (».3*> 
One oan hope that these terns, of order g*-logCl/g*)i are the dominant 
corrections;* using this asownstion. one can predict the leading 

*In doine 'his. He follou the philosophy of chirol perturbation 
theory [s,1G3. 
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corrections to the lowest artier mas? formula. 

9 . 3 *M EXAMPLE H U H U C H f fCBMIOMS 

In addition to providing insight tntn the dynamics ot light bosons, 
the phenomanological lagrangfan nethod con also be used to explorv tht 
dynomios of light feraions. He have seen in section 5 that ft la opmwft 
in chiral gauge theories for a nultiplet of fermtons to be kept aaaalesa 
by symmetry constraints. By analogy to the physios of Soldotone bosons 
which Me have just discussed, one earn easily Imagine that Neak gauging 
of SOMA chtrat symmetries in such a node! could give these fermtons 
small masses. In this section* 1 aili sketch the analysis of a very 
simple model. due to Dimopoulot and Susskind [97], in uhlch fermion 
masses appear in this yaw. fly presentation nust unfortunately be rather 
brief) a more detailed analyais of this model may be found in [961. 
Other models in uhich light fermion masses arise in this uay have been 
discussed by Weinberg U53J. Ml I las and Ratty [991. and Sikivie tlvOJ. 

The model of Dimopoulos and Susskfnd is built upon a strongly 
interacting SUC3) gauge theory containing one b and seven 3 
representations of L-fermlons. The 6 is the {2} of SUC3); according to 
eq. (S.12), this model ts anomaly-free. The chiral symmetry of this 
theory is 0 = SU(7) x V(l). Let me break chirat symmetries and generata 
masses follouing the methods of section 5. I will assume that ©hiral 
symmetry is broken by the condensate 

j S l n j - 3 (9.40) 
The corresponding mass term with maximal global symmetry is: 

•••*a»b#o».i6,b'E • h-«. C9.41) 
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whero a,b - l,2•3 are color indices and i = i 7 1o a flavor Index. 
Note that only three of the 3's acquire mass, Equation (9.41) breaks 
the SUCH gauge symmetry completely; it also braaks down the i 
8U(7) * U(1) Haver symmctrv. But, as in the examples of lection 5. a 
considerable amount of global symmetry remains. The SU(4» flavor 1 
symmetry ohieh acts on the components j = 4,e%6.7 of *•,t Is undlsturoed 
by rg,4i). The SU(3) flavor sy«m»try acting on the component* i * 1.2.3 < 
of *•,t »ay be contained iiith global SUC31 gauge synetetry to produce a i 
global syewetry uhioh is respected by (9.41), The V C D charge < 

1 
8 » - (20j + Q t n ) 

7 M.42) 
but It from the anomaly-free global u(i> chard* 6 and the $Ut7> generator 
Q m gtvon by IS.34), is also preserved by (9.41). The pattern of 
symmetry-breaking is, then (in the notation Of (B.J7)) i 

CSU(3H x SU(7> x U(1) •* S(JC3) x su(4> * U<1) (9.43) i 
The fermioni transform under the unbroken symmetries aa ! 

{i\ - <{j}, I, (-2Ji 
7-3 - <{i} , 1, <+2>) + ([21. I . (+5J> 4- <3. 4. (41)1 (4.441 

One should recall that [2J = 3 of SUC3). The p«1r of forations In the 

\z) + \i\ of SU(3> are given aass by (9.41)* the remaining tensions are 

kept MMlOSS by> synaetry tuistmints. 

He night nou try to break the chiral synmetrie* which protect these 
noseless states by gauging sow? subgroup of $U(7>, A convenient ehotee 
is the exceptional group c t r which has a 7-dia>ensf»ne> fundamental 
representation. This representation is res), so the theory remains 
anomaly-free. Oi is actually the smallest group which contains SU(3) as 
a proper subgroup; the 7 decomposes neatly under SUtJ) according to 
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7 •» 3 +• S + 1 (9.45) 

It Mill alto t>« ueetul to note that the adjoint representation of G|» 
which Is 14 dtisionslonal * decomposes according to: 

14 * i + 3 + 3 (9.46) 
The 9 la. of course, tha adjoint representation of SUT3). 

The breaking of 9U<7) necessarily breaks 6 ti the most no earn save of 
G* is its SU(3I Subgroup. Tha orientation in vhich this SO*3) is 
preserved is thus the preferred vacum alignment, in this orientation, 
the t of 50(7) deooaposes as follows^ 

7 f (3, 1) + 11, 4) of SOt3) * S U M ) 

I I 
3 * 3*1 of SU(3> C».4?> 

The U(1) charge Clin deaa not commute uith c 2; it is therefor* 
explicitly broken* and so 1s 3. in fact, the only symmetry which Is 
neither explicitly nor spontaneously broken at this stage Is the weakly 
gauged SUC3) group itself. The fermtons left mass I ess in (9.44) have 
the following quantum numbers under this SIH3): 

(3, 1, <+«) •» 3 

t?, >, (+1)) -#• a + 1 + 3 <9.4« 
Therr sre no longer ayonatry constraints forbidding mass for any 
fernion. 

He have now demonstrated the possibility that snail fersrfon ansst* 
are generated in this node) as effects of mrak gauge boson exchanges, 
uhat »e would realty Itke to do, however, is to confute the soeetruft of 
these messes. This can* In fact, be done, using the methodology of 
phenomenology sal Lagrangiana. 
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The first step is to write a mass counterterm representing the 

effects of one-G,-boson exchange. To do this, uc must construct 

combinations of two massless fermions uhich transform under H like the 

one-gauge-boson exchange perturbation, and which therefore have the 

structure of fig. 26. One may verify that the Gi currents carry the 

charges ±1 or 0 under tj- Thus, the Gj exchange can absorb only an 

amount of charge d§ = 12. This means that fig. 26 can only produce a 

mass ttrm uhich pairs the (3, 4, l+D) of (9.44) with itself. Such a 

term gives mass only to the 8 and 1 in (9.44). Thrre is. in fact, only 

one combination of fermions 'tith the required structure; thus, there 

must be o relati •- r tween mi and trig. 

The 3 + 3 mass • t be computed by constructing the phenomenological 

Lagrangian and computing its perturbative corrections. One can compute 

at least the contributions to this mass enhanced by infrared logarithms, 

as I explained at the end of section 9.Z. The leading diagrams are 

shown in fig. 27. The diagram involving a massive Bj boson Up, has a 

logarithmic ultraviolet divergence, uhich I interpret as 

logCAVra,.') = l o g ( W s ) (9.49) 

uhere n t is the SUC3) or G; coupling constant. The coupling of the H u 

to the 3 is through the analogue of a vector current and SO involves no 

additional parameters; however, the coupling of the U u to the 3 occurs 

v*a the axial current and so may have a rcnormali2ation factor g*. 

Hopefully here, as in the familiar strong interactions, this factor is 

close to 1. The graph involving a * exchange turns out to give zero: 

The coupling of the n to the 3 vanishes by parity. The result of this 

computation is the complete spectrum of light masses! 
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mi = 2m B = Ota,A) 

my - — 9A ma logtt/'a.) 

2IT <9.50) 

This example, has, I hope, amused you. It has also reviewed all of 

the major concepts which ue have discussed in this courset 

— The breaking of chiral symmetries by fer»ion pair condensation. 

— The appearance of massless tensions protected bv residual chiral 

symmetries. 

— The perturbation of the pattern of xSB by weak gauge "changes. 

These are all phenomena of importance for understanding the structure of 

strongly interacting gauge theories of fitrmitins. To varying degrees, 

they are all in need of further theoretical elucidation. They are also, 

at the moment, theoretical mechanisms in need of application, Hhose role 

in the physics of the fundamental interactions is not at all cler.r. I 

hope that these lectures night serve as a starting point for 

understanding these mechanisms more deeply, and for applying then 

fruitfully. 
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FICURL CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Decomposition of the Hamiltonian of o gauge theory of 

fermions. 

Fig. Z. A typical fermion pair uith vacuum quantum numbers. 

Fig- 3. Tuo types of diagrams uhich contribute to eq. (2.29). 

Fig. 4. Final form of the diagrammatic expansion for the 

effective action. 

Fig. S. Diagrams appearing in an approximate equation for 

SCx.y). 

Fig. 6. Expansion of fig. 5a in powers of I. 

Fig. 7. Sketch of the solution to eq. (3.27) Mith on evolving 

g*(p). The dotted line is the potential of eq, (3.35). 

Fig, 8. The contribution of interactions to the quadratic terms 

in T for general fermion representations. 

Fig. 9. Diagrams uhich do not respect the conservation of the 

fermionic charge current J". 

Fig. 10, Kinematics of the 3-current amplitude 

Fig. 11. Sketch of the function HraJ. 

Fig. 12. Sketch of the effective action as a function of H p ) 

for smalI p. 

Fig. 13. Schematic statement of the 't Hooft Anomaly condition. 

Fig. 14. Oispcrsiye analysis of the 3-current amplitude. 

Fig. 15. Possible chiral anomalies Df D.CD Hith two maaoless 

f1avors. 

Fig, 16. Verification of the 't Hooft Anomaly Condition for 

model a with spontaneously broken gauge symmetries. 

Fig. 17. A possible supersymmetric spectrum of energy levels. 
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Fig. IS, A typical function M(q), and the corresponding 

potential ¥!tj). 

Fig, 19. The spectrum gf H in the harmonic approximation. 

Fig. 20, Tuo unusual forms for the vacuum energy as a function 

of a scalar field vacuum expectation value. 

Fig. 21. Energy surfaces in a system with a spontaneously broken 

symmetric uhich is (a) exact and (b) slightly 

explicitly broken. 

Fig. 22. Relation between the gauged and unbroken generators 

of G. 

Fig. 23. Vacuum polarisation of gauge fi«lds. 

Fig. 24. Map of the spontaneously and explicitly broken 

generators of G. 

Fig. 2S. Diagrams represented phenomenologically bv the pion 

mass counterterm in the chiral Lagrangian. 

Fig. 26. Structure of the leading contribution to light fermion 

masses. 

Fig. 27. Diagrams contributing to light fermion masses in order 
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